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ABSTRACT

Sadik, Abdullah M., Economic Development In the Oil

And Natural Gas Sector In Bahrain. Master of Arts

(Economics), December, 1984, 202 pp., 38 tables, 11 figures,

bibliography, 59 titles.

The problem with which this investigation is concerned

is determining the viability of economic development in the

oil and natural gas sector in Bahrain since its independence

in August 1971, and the changing role of the government in

shaping oil policies and managing downstream operations.

This inquiry emphasizes the importance of cooperation

and coordination in the oil industry among the Arab Gulf

States.

This study concludes that Bahrain's economy is passing

through and era which will have one of two possible endings:

one will protect the independence of the country and promote

cooperation with the other Arab Gulf States as a transitional

stage toward a board regional unity; the other will lead

Bahrain to become a commercial outlet for Saudi Arabia.
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Introduction

Judged by such conventional standards as size or popula-

tion, Bahrain is a very small country. However, the very

real importance of Bahrain lies in its key position in a

significant area of the world. In the past Bahrain was the

center of the Gulf pearl industry; now it is a financial,

trading and corrnunication center in the Gulf region.

In 1932, oil was discovered in Bahrain. This marked

the beginning of the petroleum industry in the Arab Gulf

States - Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, the United

Arab Emirates and Oman. Today, more than 1/3 of the known

oil reserves in the world are located in these countries.

This study will investigate the viability of economic

development in the oil and natural gas sector in Bahrain

since its independence in August 1971, and the changing role

of the government in shaping oil policies and managing down-

stream operations.

The first chapter examines the political and economic

implications of the new international strategy in Bahrain

since the beginning of the 1970's. Chapter Two discusses

the emergence of oil as a source of revenue for public spend-

ing. The following three chapters cover government policy

in the oil and natural gas sector and downstream investments.

I
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Finally, Chapter Six analyzes the role of the oil sector

in economic development.

This study emphasizes the importance of cooperation

and coordination in the oil industry among the Arab Gulf

States. In fact, it would be impossible to assess the econo-

mic development of Bahrain without taking into consideration

the importance of economic integration among the Arab Gulf

States.



CHAPTER I

THE NEW INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY
IN THE GULF REGION

An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the

Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on

the vital interests of the United States of America,
and such an assult will be repelled by any means neces-

sary, including military force.

President Carter's State of the Union

Address to the second session of the
96th Congress, January 23, 1980.

"Open-Door" versus "Closed-Door" Policy

On January 16, 1968, the British Prime Minister Harold

Wilson, leader of the Labor Party, announced to the House

of Conmons the government's intention to withdraw from the

region east of the Suez Canal:

We have decided to accelerate the withdrawal of

our forces from their stations in the Far East by the

end of 1971. We have also decided to withdraw our

forces from the Persian Gulf by the same date . .

on the Gulf, we have indicated to the governments con-

cerned that our basic interest in the prosperity of

the area remains, and as I have said the capability

we shall be maintaining there will be available.

G. B., Parliament, Parliamentary Debates London: Her

Majesty's Stationary Office, January 16, 1968, Vol. 756,

Col. 1580-81, cited in David E. Long, The Persian Gulf

(Colorado, 1976), p. 70.

3
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The announcement of the British government came as a

surprise to many in the Gulf and throughout the world. In

the United States, The New York Times editorialized:

The harsh reality is that a complete British
withdrawal . . . would leave a dangerous power
vacuum over a vast and volatile area which the
United States and Britain's other allies would
find extremely difficult to fill a vacuum that
would serve neither Britain's long run interests
nor its stakes in world peace and stability.

By the same token, the British Broadcasting Corporation

(B.B.C.) interviewed Moharmmed Bin Mubarak Al-Khalifa, then

Director of Information of Bahrain, who declared that the

United Kingdom's decision was "sudden and shocking," and

that the withdrawal would create a vacuum in the area.3

However, this was not a sudden change in British foreign

policy, but rather a culmination of the events of the last

decade. The decision to withdraw was taken due to the decline

of British colonial power in general, and in the Gulf region

in particular, that had begun with the defeat of the British

in India and the declaration of Indian independence in 1947.

The independence of India was a major factor leading to a

total reappraisal of the British position and influence in

-- - r ---------------------------------------------

K. P. Misra, Quest For an International Order in the
Indian Ocean (New Delhi, 1977), p. 15.

3DavendraKanshik, The Indian Ocean Toward a Peace Zone.
(New Delhi, 1972), p. 81.

.,
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the region east of the Suez. In fact, at the beginning of

the twentieth century, Lord Curzone gave an accurate picture

about the critical position of India within the British

empire.

When India has gone and the great Colonies
have gone, do you suppose that we can stop there?
Your ports and coaling stations, your fortresses
and dockyards, your Crown Colonies and protector-
ates will go too. For either they will be unneces-
sary as to the toll gates and barbicans of an
empire that has vanished, or they will be 4 aken
by an enemy more powerful than yourselves.

In addition, British failure in the Suez Canal in 1956,

the Iraqi Revolution in 1958, and Britain's hasty withdrawal

from South Yemen in 1967 due to the violent opposition led

by the National Front, had largely contributed to the British

government's announcement in early 1968.

Prior to 1968, British strategy in the Gulf region

had depended on a "closed-door" policy, implemented through

"exclusive treaties" denying any ruler the right to deal

with another country without obtaining the approval of the

British Political Resident in the region. These treaties

covered both external and internal affairs and extended to

economic policies such as the granting of concessions for

oil exploration.

---------------------------------------------------------

4 Lord Curzon, The True Imperialism, the Nineteenth
Century and After, Vol. 18, January 1908, p. 157, cited in

Monoranjan Bezboruah, U.S. Strategy in the Indian Ocean
(New York, 1977), p. 14.

: . . ,., .:.. r . ,.:,, _ ... .. :. w
: r dl ritr r s;aa t..
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On the other hand, beginning in the nineteen twenties

the United States entered the region pursuing its long-cher-

ished foreign policy principle of an "open-door" toward all

international capital and interests. The United States govern-

ment understands this principle as "the U.S. right to compete

on equal terms with other nations for commercial relations

with any country."5 Historically, this "open-door" policy

has been used consistently by the United States to compete

with its allies for economic relations with other nations.

At the beginning of the century, the United States applied

it against the European Powers' "monopolistic" trade prac-

tices in the Far East. After World War I, the United States

successfully implemented it against British attempts to

prohibit American oil companies from investing in the explo-

ration and development of oil in the Gulf region. Since

World War II, United States interest in the Gulf area as

a commercial market has become intertwined with concern for

the oil as an important factor in Western economy.

Furthermore, the United States government has often

invoked the principle the "open-door" policy as an ideologi-

cal argument to prevent the re-emergence of so-called Naziism.

The reasoning is that economic depression and tarrif barriers

will lead to the creation of new Hitler and Mussolinis.

----------------------------------
5 Leila Meo, editor, U.S. Strategy in the Gulf. (Massa-

chusetts, 1981), p. 1.
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In addition, it is argued that the worldwide experience of

the Great Depression showed that when countries retreated

from free trade relationship into a policy of autarky, mili-

tary buildup projects and military independence emerged as

important by-products.6

In short, the Gulf region has been the scene of United

States and British competition since the nineteen twenties.

However, British influence was rapidly declining while United

States capital investment rose, along with United States

political and military influence in Saudi Arabia, Iran,

and other Gulf States. Today, the United States has become

the major power in the region, and hence, the "open-door"

principle has taken over the traditional "closed-door" doc-

trine of the British empire.

Accordingly, the United States, given the internal

changes on the level of the Arab Gulf States and on the inter-

national level, could no longer afford to leave the world's

most important strategic region. For this reason U.S. Presi-

dent Carter, in his State of the Union message on January

23, 1980, declared:

6George H. Quester, American Foreign Policy (Massachu-

setts, 1982), p. 47.
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Let our position be absolutely clear: an
attempt by any outside force to gain control of
the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an
assault on the vital interests of the United
States of America, and such an assault will be
repelled by7any means necessary, including mili-
tary force.

It is not intended here to provide a study of Anglo-

American competition in the Gulf, but rather to define the

new international direction in the Gulf region and to examine

the influence of the new "open-door" policy in the political

and economic development of Bahrain. This policy, which

opened the door to more international capital, has been

increasingly encouraged by the governments of Arab Gulf

states, who had lived for many years in the shadow of British

protection. The governments of the Gulf had been so worried

when the British government announced its decision to with-

draw that they offered financial enticements to keep British

forces and British protection. Now, they have discovered

new opportunities in the new "open-door" policy, new ways

of accumulating oil revenues and achieving prosperity.

7 Leila Meo, editor, U.S. Strategy in the Gulf, (Massachu-
1982), p. 122.setts,
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The General Political and Economic Implications of

the New Policy in Bahrain

On August 14, 1971,Bahrain declared itself an indepen-

dent state. On the following day, August 15, 1971, the Emir

of the state of Bahrain, Shaikh Isa Bin Salman A1-Khalifa

(the tenth Emir of the A1-Khalifa family since the islands

were captured by his ancestors in 1782) and Sir Geoffery

Arthur, the British Political Resident in the Gulf represen-

ting the government of the United Kingdom, mutually agreed

to:

(1) Terminate the special treaty . .
between the United Kingdom and Bahrain;

(2) Terminate the special agreements of

December 22, 1880 and March 13, 1892
and all other special agreements be-

tween the United Kingdom and Bahrain; and

(3) Maintain relations between the United
Kingdom and Bahrain in the spirit
of friendship and cooperation.

On the same day, the Emir of Bahrain signed a new ten-

year treaty of friendship which includes:

(1) Mutual consultation on matters of

mutual concern in time of need; and

(2) The settlement of all their disputes
by peaceful means in conformity with

the provisions 9f the charter of the
United Nations.

-------------------------------------------------------

8Emile A. Nakhleh, Bahrain (Massachusetts, 1976), p. 9.

9Hussain M. Al-Baharna, The Arabian Gulf States, (Beirut,

1975), p. xxviii.
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Within a month, the country's international identity

was reinforced by acceptance of Bahrain as a fully indepen-

dent state in the United Nations, September 31, 1971. By

the same token, Bahrain was admitted to membership of the

League of Arab States on September 11, 1971.

In his first National Day speech, December 16, 1971,

the Emir of Bahrain announced the need for a constitution.

Consequently, on June 20, 1972,the Emir promulgated Decree

No. 12 creating a Constitutional Assembly, which approved

a draft constitution consisting of 109 articles and pre-

sented it to the Emir for ratification and promulgation on

December 6, 1973.

The Bahraini Constitution identifies the administrative

and legal foundations of the state and defines the functions

of the state institutions. Article 1 defines the nation

of Bahrain and its system of government:

(a) Bahrain is an Arab Islamic State, independent
and fully sovereign; its people are part of the
Arab Homeland. Neither its sovereignty nor any
part of its territory shall be relinquished.
(b) The rule of Bahrain shall be hereditary,
the succession to which shall be transmitted from
His Highness Shaikh Bin Salman A1-Khalifa to his
eldest son and so forth, generation after generation,
unless, during his lifetime, the Emir appoints one
of his sons other than the eldest as his successor,
in accordance with the provisions of the Decree10
of succession provided for in the next section.

0 lbid., p. xxx.
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Article 32 deals with the powers of the state:

(a) The system government shall be based on the
principle of separation of the legislative, execu-
tive and judicial powers, functioning in coopera-
tion with each other, in accordance with the provi-
sions of this constitution. None of the three
may relinquish all or part of its competence pre-
scribed in this constitution. However, legisla-
tive authorization, limited for a certain period
and in respect of a specified matter or matters,
may be made, and shall be practiced in accordance
with the law of authorization and the conditions
thereof.
(b) Legislative power shall be vested in the
Enir and the National Assembly in accordance with
the Constitution, and the Executive Power shall
be vested in the Enir, the Cabinet and the Minis-
ters. Judgment of the Judicial Power shall be
passed in the name of the Emir, all in ajjordance
with the provisions of the Constitution.

The Constitution called for the creation of a National

Assembly, the composition of which is defined in Article

43:

(a) Thirty members elected directly by universal
suffrage and secret ballot, in accordance with
the provisions prescribed in the electoral law.
The number of these members shall be increased
to forty with effect from the elections for the
second legislative term. Electj al constituencies
shall be determined by the law.

(b) The ministers by virtue of their positions.

The Assembly was to be subject to the will of the Emir,

the sole legislative power in the country. Article 42 states

1 2IbicL,-p.xxxi.

1 2 Ibid., p. xxxi.
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that, "no law may be promulgated unless it has been passed

by the National Assembly and ratified by the Emir."13

On July 11, 1973, the Emir promulgated law No. 10 for

1973, concerning the rules for the election of the National

Assembly. The law designated the seventh day of December

as election day. The First National Assembly was convened

on December 16, 1973.

On August 23, 1975, the Emir dissolved the National

Assembly. This action was taken because the majority of

the National Assembly refused to approve the government's

proposal of the "STATE SECURITY LAW" which gives the interior

minister an exclusive right to arrest any citizen for three

years without any requirement to submit him to the normal

public trial. Thus, the dissolution of the National Assembly

has marked the end of the entire democratic process and under-

estimated the importance of popular participation in decision-

making process of political, economic, and social policies.

In the economic sector, since 1971, the government has

consistently promulgated laws that encourage the entry of

international capital in the industry, construction, insur-

ance, and banking sectors; and officials in Bahrain are fond

of talking about "better services, better facilities, and

better guarantees than those found in other Gulf Emirates."

i3 Ibid., p. xxxi.
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The competition among the Arab Gulf States to attract inter-

national corporations interested in taking advantage of

surplus petrodollars is greater than the competition to con-

solidate their economic independence and regional unity. It

is not surprising to hear one day that the biggest airport

in the Middle East will be built in an Emirate which has

a population of less that half a million and to hear the

next day that another Emirate is planning to build a bigger

airport.

In Bahrain, the government is keeping up with the other

Emirates by turning Bahrain into what they call "the Hong

Kong of the Gulf."

Hong Kong has no tariffs or other restraints

on international trade except for a few 'volun-

tary' countries. It has no government directions

of economic. activity, no minimum wage laws, no

fixed prices. The residents are free to buy from

whom they want, to sell to whom they want, to

invest however they want, t1 4 hire whom they want,

to work for whom they want.

The same economic philosophy of the government of Hong

Kong has been applied to Bahrain. In Bahrain, there is no

foriegn exchange law, nor are there any foriegn investment

or commercial laws. In addition, there are no taxes on in-

come, sales, capital gains and estates, nor on any salaries,

14Milton & Rose Friedman, Free to Choose (New York, 1979),
p. 25.
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interest and dividends. Therefore, Bahrain is regarded as

tax haven in which foreign companies are permitted to send

abroad accumulated profits and capital gain. On the other

hand, there are no limits on imports or exports in quantity

or quality, nor is there importation or exportation law except

those mentioned under prohibited imports. In Bahrain, there

is no minimum wage nor anti-profiteering law.

Today, Bahrain has been transformed into a service cen-

ter for Arab Gulf States, an attractive region for interna-

tional capital, and an entertainment spot for neighboring

wealthy Gulf states.



CHAPTER II

THE EMERGENCE OF PETROLEUM AS REVENUE SOURCE

AND ITS ALLOCATION

No corrmunity or government, indeed, has been more
suddenly and timely rescued from economic disaster
than those of Bahrain in 1932. 15

S. H. Longrigg

Historical Development

The history of the modern petroleum industry goes back

to the beginning of this century when British drillers George

Bernard Reynolds and his team struck oil in Iran on May 26,

1908 and the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC) was formed

to operate the oil industry of Iran. 1 6 With this discovery,

representatives of major oil companies began to arrive in

the Gulf region to survey for petroleum deposits and to seek

oil concessions. In May 1911, the British government, pur-

suing its closed-door policy, obtained from Shaikh Isa Bin

Ali a written promise:

15 S.H. Longrigg, Oil in the Middle East:(London, 1968),
p. 104, cited in M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and

Political Change since the First World War (London, 1976),
p. 76.

16Anthony Sampson, The Seven Sisters (New York,
1975), p. 64.

15
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If there is any prospects of obtaining kerosene

oil in any territory, I will not entertain over-

tures from any quarters regarding without con-

sulting the Political Resident in Bahrain, ar c9

without the approval of the high government.

However, APOC, the only oil company operating in the

Gulf at that time, was not enthusiastic about drilling in

the region south of Basrah. This decision was based on a

report which stated that this area was in a region "where

sedimentary rocks were thinly developed and the folding,

even if present, would be very gentle."'8

Oil Concessions and Production

A mining engineer from New Zealand, Major Frank Holmes,

had served as senior officer in the British Army in Iraq

during World War I, and traveled extensively throughout

the Arabian Gulf. In London, he worked at the Admiralty

where he had access to petroleum maps. He became convinced

that oil was available in the region, especially because

of bitumen seepage in Bahrain.1 9

-------------------------------------------------------

17A letter dated 18 Jamadi II 1332 H. (May 14, 1911)

From Shaikh Isa Bin Ali al-Khalifa, Chief of Bahrain, to

Major A. P. Trevor, C.I.E., Political Agent, Bahrain, Cited

in M.G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political

Changes since the First World War, (London, 1976), p. 69.

18Thomas E. Ward, Negotiations For Oil Concessions
in Bahrain, Elhasa (Saudi Arabia), the Neutral Zone, Qatar
and Kuwait (New York, 1965), p. 21.

19Angela Clarke, The Islands of Bahrain (Manama, 1981),
p. 50.

A A -'Wt, % ,
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After the war, Holmes and a group of investors formed

the Eastern and General Syndicate in London on August 6,

1920 to seek drilling concessions in the Gulf states. 20

The second stage of the history of the petroleum industry

on the Arabian side of the Gulf begins with his return to

the area as an agent for the new Comapny. In 1924, while

in Bahrain, he offered to drill 12 to 16 artesian wells for

water at different points on the islands of Bahrain, with

a promise that, if the projects were to fail, there would

be no charge; if successful, the reward would be an oil con-

cession. Sixteen wells were drilled, and all proved to be

good producers.21 As a reward, the Shaikh granted the Syndi-

cate an exclusive concession option, on December 2, 1925,

over an area of 100,000 acres (40,500 hectares), to be in

effect for 55 years. The option was for three years during

which payment of Rs 10,000 ( 750) per annum was to be made

to Shaikh Hamad, with increased payments if oil were to be

found.2 2 The syndicate tried to sell the concession to

British oil companies, but without success, so Holmes went

to the United States.

20 Thomas E. Ward, Negotiations For Oil Concessions
in Bahrain, Elhasa (Saudi Arabia), the Neutral Zone, Qatar
and Kuwait (New York, 1965), p. 12.

2 1lbid., p. 25.

22 Ibid., p. 25.
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First, Holmes offered the concession to Exxon for

$50,000; but Walter Teagle rejected it in what was called

later "the billion-dollar error." 2 3  Finally, he sold it

to the Eastern Gulf Oil Company, a subsidiary of the American

Gulf Oil Corporation, for $50,000. The Gulf Oil Corporation

sent their top geologist, Ralph Rhodes --later to become

president of the company -- to assess Bahrain's oil poten-

tial. Rhodes found in Bahrain a perfect structure, a "dome"

or fold, which made him confident of the existence of oil. 2 4

But the purchase was blocked by the signing, in 1928, of

the "Red line Agreement," under which the members of the

Turkish Petroleum Company Limited (the name of which was

changed to the Iraq Petroleum Company Limited in June 1929)

were not to explore independently inside the Red line, which

included Bahrain. The Gulf Oil Company, then, made an his-

toric mistake instead of withdrawing from the Iraq Petroleum

Company, they sold their Bahrain concession to Standard Oil

23Anthony Sampson, The Seven Sisters (New York, 1975),
p. 105.

2 4 Angela Clarke, The Island of Bahrain (Manama, 1981),
p. 15.

- .
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of California (SOCAL), which was not a member of the Iraq

Petroleum Company.2 5

Thus, on December 21, 1928, the Standard Oil Company

of California (SOCAL) bought the concession from Eastern

and General Syndicate for $50,000 on the condition that

Holmes would obtain the renewal of the concession, which

expired on December 2, 1928, and transfer it to SOCAL.2 6

This transfer was opposed by the British Colonial Officer,

which indicated that only a British-owned company would be

allowed to operate in Bahrain. But the U.S. State Department

intervened, referring to its open-door policy; and the

restrictions were lifted, allowing SOCAL to have the con-

cession through a Canadian subsidiary. So, on January 11,

1929, SOCAL incorporated the Bahrain Petroleum Company, Ltd.,

(BAPCO), under the laws of Canada with domicile in Ottawa -

under the Balfour Declaration of the British Commonwealth

of Nations, a Canadian company enjoying British status.2 7

The major provisions of the agreement were: the Bahrain

Petroleum Company msut remain a British company; one of the

25Anthony Sampson, The Seven Sisters (New York, 1977),
p. 106.

26 M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change

Since the First World War, (London, 1976), p. 70.

27 Shoshana Klebanoff, Middle East Oil and U.S. Foreign
Policy (New York, 1974), p. 94.

rr- . -.-4
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directors must be a British subject and persona grata to

the British government; the Company's chief local represen-

tative must be approved by the British government, and all

communications with the Shaikh must be through him and the

Political Agent; and as many of the employees as were consis-

tent with efficiency must be subjects of Britain and

Bahrain.2 8

The U.S. State Department appraised this achievement

in its memorandum to the Senate Special Comnittee investiga-

ting petroleum resources: "By securing the entry of American

oil interests into Bahrain, the way was paved for some Amer-

ican interests to obtain concessions in nearby Arabia." 2 9

On May 14, 1930, senior geologist Fred A. Davies --

later BAPCO's first General Manager and retired in 1959 as

chairman of Aramco -- and William F. Taylor, General Super-

intendent of SOCAL's foreign production, arrived in Bahrain

to determine whether Bahrain should be drilled for oil.

In Bahrain, they were joined by Frank Holmes, now the chief

local representative of SOCAL's newly incorporated

28 M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change

Since the First World War, (London, 1976), p. 70.

29 Benjamin Shwardran, The Middle East, Oil and the Great
Powers (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 403.
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subsidiary, the Bahrain Petroleum Company. Davies spotted

the position for the first well in the Jabal Dukhan area;

and on May 26, 1931, an advanced drilling party led by

SOCAL's Edward Skinner -- who later served as resident Vice

President of BAPCO in Bahrain until his death in 1957 --

arrived in Bahrain to begin drilling.3 0

At six o'clock in the morning of June 1, 1932, oil began

to flow from a depth of 2,008 ft. (612 meters) with an ini-

tial flow rate of 400 bbl/hr less than a year after Bahrain's

first well had been "spudded in" on October 16, 1931; that

rate was up to 9,600 bbl/day. Although the first well was

small, out of the first fifty development wells drilled,

only one was dry.31 Figure 1 on page 20 shows the location

and depth of the oil field.

The discovery of oil in Bahrain marked a major change

in the outlook for oil in all the Arabian Gulf states. The

oil-producing zones of Bahrain were different from those

of Iran and Iraq, indicating that the producing formations

of Iran and Iraq did not extend south of Basrah. Thus, the

Bahrain oil discovery led immediately to the discovery and

development of oil in Saudi Arabia, the Neutral Zone, Qatar,

--------------------------------------------------
30 Angela Clarke, The Islands of Bahrain (Manama, 1981),

p. 13.

31Ibid., p. 52.
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Diagrammatic East-West Geological Section through the centre of

Bahrain island illustrating the "fold" formation and oil-field "dome"

West.Jebel al-Dukhan East

60.04010000oil-field
-- 3000: t-

Legend:

A - Apex of the dome

8- Point at which Davies built his
stone marker - within 20 feet (6 m) I
of-the apex.

"".2..Bahrain Khuff gas zone.
-12,40.

Figure 1--Diagranmatic East-West Geological Section
through the Center of Bahrain Island Illustrating the "Fold"
Formation and Oil-Field "Dome."

Source: Angela Clark, 'The Islands of Bahrain (Manama-
Bahrain, 1981), p. 15.

__
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and Kuwait. According to a technical account of the drilling

of the first three wells in Bahrain, it states as follows:

The formations encountered in drilling this
well (Jabal Dukhan No. 1) were for the most part
porous limestone with minor amounts of marl and

Calcareous sand. At a depth of about 1,400 feet,
the formation became somewhat shaly and at 1,538
ft. casing was landed in blue Calcareaus shale.
From that depth to the bottom of the hole, at
2,008 ft., there were more thinner bedded marly
shales and impure porous limestones than in the
upper part of the hole. Heavy oil and tar were
encountered in the well just below 600 feet be-
coming lighter and more gassy with depth. The
bottom eight or ten feet of the hole was so rich
that there was danger of blowing out. The well
was accordingly tested at that point and brought
in as a following well, estimated as being capable

of producing from 800 to 1,400 barrels daily with
a shut-in pressure of 44 pounds. Gravity of
the oil is 33.80 A.P.I.

In June 1934, BAPCO's first cargo of crude oil was loaded

at the Sitra terminal and shipped to the Richmond refinery

of the Standard Oil of California (SOCAL).3 3

At the end of 1935, owing to difficulties in marketing

crude oil, SOCAL decided to establish a refinery in Bahrain.

From 1936 to 1939, a refinery was built. In the early 1940s,

the refinery was renewed and expanded as the first project

of the American construction company in the Gulf, the Bechtel

Corporation. Rapid expansion of the refinery continued

32 Thomas E. Ward, Negotiations for Oil Concessions In
Bahrain, Elhasa (Saudi Arabia), the Neutral Zone, Qatar and
Kuwait (New York, 1965), p. 183.

_bid., p. 184.
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until a refinery capacity of 225,000 barrels a day was reach-

ed in 1978.

In 1936, Kenneth C. Kingsbury, President of SOCAL, had

been conducting negotiations with Captain T. Rieber, then

Vice President of the Texas Corporation for use of its mar-

keting outlets. On June 28, 1936, an agreement was reached

giving the Bahrain Petroleum Company a fifty percent share

of Texas Company's eastern marketing facilities, and The

Texas Company a fifty percent share in Bahrain oil produc-

tion.34 A new subsidiary, California Texas Oil Company,

Limited, registered in Nassau, Bahamas with a capitalization

of $1,000,000 in order to take over Bahrain's marketing opera-

.35tions.

Oil production progressed rapidly during the early per-

iods of operation and then settled down to a normal growth

until it reached its peak at 27,973,000 barrels in 1970;

then it began to decline in the 1970s. Table I depicts an

approximate picture of oil production in Bahrain from 1933

to 1971.

34 M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change
Since the First World War(Essex, Great Britain, 1976),
p. 71.

35Benjamin Shwadran, The Middle East, Oil and the Great
Powers (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 397.
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TABLE (1)

OIL PRODUCT ION IN BAHRA IN (1933-1970)

Year U.S. barrels

1933 31000
1934 285072
1935 1264807
1936 4644636
1937 7762264
1938 8297997
1939 7588544
1940 7074065
1941 6794110
1942 6241135
1943 6571825
1944 6710810
1945 7309125
1946 8009925
1947 9410710
1948 10914905
1949 10985484
1950 11015711
1951 10994344
1952 11004278
1953 10978351
1954 10994754
1955 9196527
1956 11013702
1957 11691462
1958 14873111
1959 16473378
1960 16500424
1961 16444492
1962 16445932
1963 16502868
1964 17999821
1965 20787617
1966 22520831
1967 25370007
1968 27598828
1969 27813454
1970 27973000

Source: M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change
Since the First World War (Essex, Great Britain,

1976), p. 72.

.
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In December 1934, the Shaikh granted BAPCO an exclusive

concession with the same terms as the original concession.

The concession was to run for 55 years, and the royalty rate

was set at three rupees and eight annas per long ton and

minimum annual payments at not less than 75,000 rupees

(g5,625) per annum.36 Moreover, the company was granted

major customs and tax exemptions.

On June 19, 1940, a supplementary concession was signed

extending the area "To all of the lands, islands, shoals,

reefs, waters, and submerged lands over which the Shaikh

of Bahrain has or may acquire dominion.37 The new agreement

also extended the terms of the concession by five years and

raised the minimum annual payments to 1,250,000 rupees.38

In 1952 the agreement was renegotiated, and the concession

was extended to 2024 A.D.39 However, before Participation

Agreement, BAPCO's offshore concession area did not include:

---------------------------- ~----------------------
36 M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change

Since the First World War (London, 1976), p. 17.

3 7Charles Issawi and Mohanmed Yaganeh, The Economics

of Middle East Oil (New York, 1962), pp. 32-33.

38 Ibid.

39 M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change

Since the First World War (London, 1976), p. 71.
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(a) the Abu Safah field:

This Field is now being exploited by (ARAMCO)

under the joint-sharing of profits agreement of

1958 between Bahrain and Saudi Arabia:

This area cited and defined above (Abu Safah
was discovered inside this area) shall be in the

part falling to the kingdom of Saudi Arabia in
accordance with the wish of H. H. the Ruler of
Bahrain and the agreement of H. M. the King of
Saudi Arabia. The exploitation of the oil re-
sources in this area will be carried out in the
way chosen by His Majesty on the condition that
he grants to the government of Bahrain one half
of the net revenue accruing to the government
of Saudi Arabia and arising from this exploita-
tion, and on the understanding that this does
not infringe the right of sovereignty of the govern-
ment of Saudi Arabia nor the right o4 0 administra-
tion over this above-mentioned area.

In 1963, the Arabian American Oil Company (ARAMCO) began

to drill in this area; and oil was discovered in the offshore

field of Abu Safa. However, oil in commercial quantities

was discovered in Abu Safa in 1965. In December 1965, produc-

tion began at a rate of 30,000 bid.4 1

(b) The offshore concession area, covering 2,500 sq.

kilometers and was under the concession of BAPCO which, later

on, turned it back to the government. On September 20, 1965,

this area was granted to subsidiary of the Continental Oil

Company. The 1965 Continental Oil concession was awarded

4 0Hussain M. Al-Bahama, The Arabian Gulf States.

(Beirut, 1975), p. 373.

4 1 Ibid., p. 300.
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for a forty-five-year-period, and it calls for fifty-fifty

profit sharing on a posted price basis. The agreement calls

also for expensing the royalties. As a matter of fact, this

concession was regarded as a modern agreement in the 1960s. 42

Oil Royalties

Oil royalty payments to the government of Bahrain have

changed through the history of the petroleum industry in

the Gulf region. However, three main methods can be deter-

mined.

Prior to 1950, all oil concessions in the Gulf calcu-

lated royalties as a function of quantity produced, regard-

less of price or any other factor. Royalties were fixed

per ton produced; in fact, all the Gulf's royalties at this

stage were tonnage royalties, paid in "Gulf Rupees." In

Bahrain, the original concession called for 3.5 rupees per

ton of crude oil produced; this was equal to 14 cents per

barrel, or $1.05 per ton.43 After the devaluation of the

rupee in September 1949, the royalty was increased to ten

rupees -- equivalent to 29 cents per barrel, or $2.10 per

ton -- effective as of January 1, 1950.44

---------------------------------------------------

42 Ibid., p. 300.

4 3 Benjamin Shwadran, The Middle East, Oil and the Great

Power (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 393.

bid.
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In the early 1950s, a fifty-fifty profit sharing of

net income from production and sale of oil was introduced

in the Gulf region. A profit sharing agreement was concluded

in Bahrain in 1952, in effect from January 1952; in Kuwait

in December 1951, in effect from January 1951; in Qatar,

in effect from September 2, 1952; in Abu Dhabi onshore,

November, 1966.45 Table (2) gives a picture of the steady

increase in royalties after the application of profit share

agreement.

It is important to mention that while this agreement

--fifty-fifty profit sharing--increased Bahrain's oil

revenue, the price of Bahrain oil, which was used as a

"posted price" for calculating the taxes paid to the govern-

ment, was well below the posted prices of other Gulf coun-

tries. In fact, the price was arbitrarily manipulated by

BAPCO and CAITEX.4 6

The profit sharing agreement gave rise to a new issue:

whether the royalty should be calculated as an operating

cost, or credited against the fifty-fifty profit sharing

of the producing country. The companies argued that royal-

ties should be credited against their income tax obligations;

45 Ali Khalifa Al-Kuwari, Oil Revenues in the Gulf

Emirates (Essex, 1978), p. 67.

4 6M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change

Since the First World War (London, 1976), p. 72.
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TABLE (2)

ROYALTY PAYMENTS TO BAHRAIN

Year In Dollars

1933 8,800

1938 305,000

1940 1,000,000

1945 780,000

1946 1,200,000

1948 1,508,876

1949 1,500,000

1950 3,300,000

1951 3,800,000

1952 6,300,000

1953 6,500,000

1954 8,100,000

Source: Benjamin Shwadran, The Middle East, Oil and the
Great Powers (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 393.
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the producing countries maintained that it should be included

in the cost of production, i.e., it should be expensed. Table

(3) shows the difference in the amounts of royalties figured

according to each definition. For instance, assuming profits

were $1.80 per barrel, the government share would be ninety

cents which is fifty percent of the profit. The oil companies

argued that royalty should be calculated as part of ninety

cents, i.e., the 12.5 percent should be credited against ninety

cents. In other words, the royalty is 11.25 cents plus the

balance of 78.75 cents which becomes ninety cents as the

government's share. But if royalties were expensed, the

government would receive 25 cents as operating cost and,

from the balance of $1.55, it would receive $.775 as the

fifty percent of the profits, making a total of $1.025 in-

stead of the previous total of ninety cents.

Eventually the definition proposed by producing coun-

tries was agreed upon, and the members of the Organization

of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) began to receive

expensed royalties since 1964; Qatar and Kuwait since

January 1964, and Abu Dhabi since November 1966.47

In 1965, BAPCO accepted this agreement, to the limit

of 12.5 percent of production at the posted price, but

4 7 Ibid., p. 66.
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TABLE (3)

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FULL EXPENSING
AND NON-EXPENSING ROYALTIES

(Cents per barrel)

I f the posted price is

If the operating costs are

and

Fully expensed royalty at

12Y2 percent of the posted

price

Then: For host government

tax purposes, profits

are

And: Host government tax

at 50 percent is

Total host government take

No expensing Full Expensing

200 200

20 20

- 25

180

90

155

77.5

$ 1.02590
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reserved the right to deduct 8.5 percent from the 1964 posted

price, 7.5 percent in 1965 and 6.5 percent in 1966, reducing

gradually to zero. Prior to these new agreements BAPCO and

CALTEX had collected an enormous profit on their initial

capital of $100,000 and $1,000,000, respectively. At the

end of 1947, H. M. Herron, Chairman of the Board of Direc-

tors, testified before the Special Senate Corrmittee investi-

gating the National Defense Program that the company's earned

surplus was $55,472,255. In addition, it had paid-in capital

surplus of $28,191,709 and surplus reserves of $8,707,774.48

No dividends had been paid since its organization. Reluc-

tantly, Mr Herron attributed this exceptional profit to the

cost of production: the cost of producing a barrel of oil

in Bahrain, including royalties paid to the Shaikh, was ap-

proximately 25 cents. Thus, if crude oil was selling in

the Gulf at that time at $1.05 to $1.15 a barrel, this would

allow a profit on each barrel of 80 to 95 cents.4 9

Allocation of Oil Revenue

From 1935 until 1974, the policy of the government of

Bahrain in allocating oil revenue was as follows:

-------------------------------------------------

4 8 Benjamin Shwadran, The Middle East, Oil and the Great

Power (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 397.

Ibid.
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The oil royalty would divided into thirds,
one third going to the privy purse of the ruler,
one third to non-recurrent capital expenditure
and the remaining third to be invested. It was
also decided that the current expenses of the
government shou be met out of the government's
other revenues.

Furthermore, when the Abu Safa oil field was discovered

in 1965 and oil revenues started to be materialized, the

Emir allocated them to its privy purse in addition to the

one third from the BAPCO payments,51 as is shown in Table

(4), which provides a picture of the total oil revenues (a)

and oil revenues after deducting the Emir's share (b) during

the period from 1959 to 1970. The Emir's share was one-third

of the total oil revenues from 1935 to 1960. For instance,

in 1959 total oil revenues were BD 7,545 thousand; and the

public's share was BD 5,030 thousand, i.e., the Emir's share

was BD 2,515 thousand. By the same token, the 1965 oil reve-

nues were BD 8,855 thousand; and the public's share was BD

5,903 thousand, i.e., the Emir's share was BD 2,952 thousand.

However, after 1965 the Emir's share became more than the

one-third of the total oil revenues. In other words, the

1966 oil revenues were BD 12,091 thousand; and the public's

share was BD 7,851 thousand, which is less than the two-

thirds with an amount of BD 210 thousand, i.e., the Emir's

50 Ali Khalifa Al-Kuwari, Oil Revenues in the Gulf

Emirates (Essex, 1978), p. 75.

51 Ibid., p. 75.
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TABLE (4)

BAHRAIN OIL REVENUE (1959 - 1970)
(BD Thousand)

(a)
Annual oil revenue

7,545

7,668

7,817

7,949

8,068

8,784

8,855

12,091

13,514

14,332

17,473

17,410

(b)
Oil revenue

5,030

5,287

5,211

5,410

5,379

5,856

5,903

7,851

7,761

8,071

9,661

9,612

Source: Ali Khalifa Al-Kuwari, Oil Revenues in the Gulf
Emirates (Essex, Great Britain, 1978), p. 82, 88.

Year

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

__ . v__._
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share was more than the one-third with an amount of BD 210

thousand. In 1965, Abu Safa oil field was discovered; and

in the following year Bahrain has begun receiving its share

according to the 1958 agreement. However, the oil revenues

from Abu Safa field were added to Emir's share. Consequently,

after 1965 Emir's share became more than one-third and the

public's share became less than two-thirds. For instance,

in 1970 the total oil revenues were BD 17,410 thousand; and

the public's share was BD 9,612 thousand, i.e., less than

two-thirds with an amount of BD 1,995 thousand.

However, the 1973 Constitution of the state of Bahrain

designated the allocated amount to the privy purse--the

Emir's allowance--as a fixed amount and no longer a pro-

portion of the state's oil revenue. This sum is fixed

at BD 6 million per annum.52

Table 5 shows the net allocation of total oil revenue

during the period 1947/48 through 1970.

In the period mentioned, a total of BD 166 million in

oil revenue was allocated as follows: 44.4 percent to cur-

rent expenditure; 30.9 percent to capital expenditure; 32.4

percent to the ruling family, and 2.3 percent to the reserve

fund.

5 2 Ibid. p. 205.

1
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TABLE (5)

BAHRAIN: NET ALLOCATION OF TOTAL REVENUE
(1947/1948 - 1970)

Amount Percentage

Allocation (thousand BD) of total
--------------------------------------------------------

Current expenditure 74,067 44.4

Social services 48,766
Law and order 19,828
Public utilities 1,161
Transport and
communications 2,129
Agriculture 1,017
Administration and 1,168
other

Capital expenditure 34,795 20.9

Public works 11,231
Public utilities 8,872
Social services 5,771
Transport and
Corrmunications 6,278
Administration and
other 2,643

Ruling family 53,820 32.4

Reserved fund 3,687 2.3

Grand total 166,369 100.0

Source: Ali Khalifa Al-Kuwari, Oil Revenues in the
Gulf Emirates (Essex, Great Britain, 1978), p. 83.
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In conclusion, the method of oil revenue allocation

has been changed after the declaration of independence on

August 14, 1971. The 1973 Constitution and, later on, the

National Assembly abolished the previous way of oil revenue

distribution and introduced a new, modern method. More spe-

cifically, the 1973 Constitution abolished the calculation

method of Emir's allocation and fixed BD six million as an

annual allowance. Hence, assuming that the new arrangement

has been continued, especially after the dissolution of the

parliament, the public finance should experience better fi-

nancial situations in recent and coming years than it had

in the previous period.



CHAPTER III

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE OIL INDUSTRY

Our raw materials are, without limitation or excep-
tion, the rightful property of our people, and...the
exploitation of the materials which we have re-
covered by struggle and sacrifice is inconceivable
unless the interest of our people have been taken
fully into consideration.

President Houari Boumediene address
to the heads of states of OPEC member
countries, Algiers, March 4, 1975.

The Oil Participation on Issue in the Gulf

The Tehran Agreement and Tripoli Accord in 1971 opened

a new era in the relationship between the oil producing coun-

tries and concessionary companies, and these impressive

achievements encouraged the producers to redouble their ef-

forts to take control of the oil industry in their countries.53

Thus, the 24th OPEC conference, held in Viena in July 1971,

5The Tehran agreement was signed on February 14, 1971.
The financial provisions contained the following points:

1. total tax rates on income to be stabilized at 55
percent;
2. a uniform increase in posted prices for the Gulf
states by 35 to 40 cents per barrel, depending on the
quality of the crude;
3. elimination of all previous discounts worth 3 to
4 cents per barrel;
4. an irrmediate increase in government revenues by
a total of 27 cents per barrel from the current average
of $1 per barrel, and rising still further to 54 cents
per barrel by 1975;

39
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decided to demand in principle, participation in the compa-

nies and formed a five-member committee in order to prepare

a proposal for the next conference.5 4

The issue of participation involved three basic

elements:

1. The extent of participation;

2. The basis of payment of the government's share;

3. The method of disposing of the oil share to which

the government was entitled.

On September 22, 1971, the twenty-fifth OPEC conference

(special session) met in Beirut. The conference passed a

resolution asking the members to enter into negotiations

individually or collectively for participation.55

5. Stability of taxation and basic posted prices for
five-year period.

The total increase in revenue to the Gulf states was
estimated to be $1.2 billion in 1971 and $3 billion in 1975.
On April 2, 1971, Libya signed the five-year Tripoli accord
with fifteen oil companies. In addition to standard form
of the Tehran agreement, the Tripoli accord contained:
55 percent tax rate, five-year guarantee, 2.5 percent infla-
tion allowance, and an increase in the posted price by 90
cents per barrel. The total increase in revenue to Libya
was estimated to be $3.9 billion over the next five years.
For futher information concerning the political background
of these agreements, see: Abdulaziz Al-Sowayegh, Arab Petro-
Politics (New York, 1984), pp. 102-111.

54 Benjamin Shwadran, Middle East Oil, Issues and Prob-
lems. (Massachusetts, 1977), p. 21.

55 Ibid., p. 22.
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In January 1972, the Saudi Arabian representative, Ahmed

Zaki al-Yamani, opened negotiations with the companies on

behalf of all the producing Arab Gulf States. By the end

of 1972, Saudi Arabia had reached an agreement for initial

participation of 25 percent with the Arabian American Oil

Company (ARAMCO), to be followed by an annual increase of

5 percent from 1978 and 6 percent in the last year, so that

by January 1982 it would reach 51 percent. Participation

was to be effective as of January 1, 1973. Compensation

for participation was estimated at around $500 million, with

a complicated technical formula for the sale of the govern-

ment's share of oil back to the company.56

The concessionary company was entitled to equity crude,

which was 75 percent of the total output. The price of equity

crude was subject to the Tehran Agreement. The remaining

output, i.e., 25 percent of production, was divided into

three categories: Participation crude, which the producing

government could sell on the open market; bridging crude,

which the producing government was bound to sell to the com-

pany at a "'quarter way price," i.e., a quarter of the way

between tax-paid costs and the posted price, with additional

per-barrel payments depending on quality and freight differ-

entials; and phase-in crude, which the producing government

could require the company to purchase at tax-paid cost, with

56 Ibid., p. 24.

- - .-
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additional per-barrel payments depending on quality and freight

differentials.57 Table 6 shows both the percentage of partic-

ipation and the corresponding "phase-in crude." The reate

of participation from 1973 to the end of 1978 would be 25

percent of each concession. In January 1978, the government's

participation would rise from 25 percent to 30 percent.

In 1979, the participation rate would be increased to 35

percent. In 1980, a third 5 percent would be added which

would bring the total participation rate to 40 percent.

In 1981, a fourth 5 percent would be added. In 1982, partic-

ipation rate would reach its maximum level of 51 percent.

Table (6) shows the percentages of the phase-in crude under

all the percentages of participation in relation to the total

production of any country.

The producing Arab Gulf states followed the Saudi Arabian

arrangement. The participation agreement was signed by Abu

Dhabi and Saudi Arabia on December 20, 1972 in Riyadh. Later

on, Kuwait and Qatar followed suit. However, the Kuwaiti

National Assembly rejected the government agreement with

the company for 25 percent participation, and asked for a

better arrangement: some members demanded 60 percent partici-

pation, while others called for complete nationalization.

---------------------------------------------------

57 Richard Chadbourn Weisberg, The Politics of Crude
Oil Pricing in the Middle East, 1970-1975, A Study in Inter-
national Bargaining (Berkeley, 1977), p. 81.
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This obliged the Kuwaiti government to renegotiate with the

Kuwait Oil Company for sixty percent participation, and in

May 1974, the Kuwaiti National Assembly approved the sixty

percent participation agreement, to be in effect as of

January 1, 1974.58

When Kuwait succeeded in obtaining sixty percent, Saudi

Arabia and other Arab Gulf States followed suit. Thus,

as 25 percent participation was the general pattern for the

producing Arab Gulf States in 1973, so 60 percent partici-

pation became the general pattern in 1974.

However, Bahrain's attitude toward participation was

not in line with the other Arab Gulf States. In fact, the

Bahraini government originally was not interested in partici-

pation.59 In 1973, all the Arab Gulf states except Bahrain

had achieved 25 percent participation. Bahrain's minister

of Development and Industry, Yousuf al-Shirawi, defended

the government's decision when the participation issue was

debated in the National Assembly, stating that Bahrain had

not accepted or applied the participation agreement because:

The posted prices of oil and the suggested struc-
ture of participation did not offer encouraging
results concerning returns on investment in the

-----------------------------------------
58 Benjamin Shadran, Middle East Oil, Issues and Prob-

lems. (Massachusetts, 1977), p. 66.

5Ibid., p. 67
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case of Bahrain. If we apply the participation
agreement and invest the required capital we must
ask what return we get on this capital. At the
1973 posted prices, returns on the capital would
have been under 10 percent which means that if
we went to BAPCO and bought stock to the amount
of 40 or 50 million dinars, the interest would
only have been 8 percent at a time when interna-
tionally 6 6nterest rates were running at 10-15
percent.

However, after the Arab Gulf States raised their partic-

ipation share to sixty percent in 1974, the Bahraini govern-

ment entered into negotiations with the Bahrain Oil Company

for participation. The Minister of Development and Industry

explained this new position:

In 1974, now that the price of oil has risen
by three to four hundred percent, the returns
from participation will be worth-while since the
interggt on any sum we pay will be arount 30 per-
cent.

In terms of managerial finance, the Minister's argument

toward participation was reasonable, but it is difficult

to recognize it as the best economic policy taking into consid-

eration the national sovereignty and security.

In 1974, the government signed the participation agree-

ment, with a retroactive 25 percent participation for the

60 The Minutes of The Sessions of the National Assembly,
March 10, 1974 (Manama, 1974).

6 1 Ibid.
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year 1973 and 60 percent from January 1, 1974. Specifically,

the participation agreement assigned to the government the

ownership of sixty percent of production and participation

rights, and one hundred percent of future gas development

projects. The agreement was ratified in June of 1975.62

The Concessionary Companies in the Gulf region reacted

to the participation agreements with a new increase in tax-

paid cost of nine cents per barrel.6 3 This increment gener-

ated a further fluctuation in price stability. However,

the producers had an advantage in the sale of participation

crude; the spot sale of participation crude informs the pro-

ducers of companies' margins, and strengthened the producers'

will to set prices unilaterally. For instance, in 1973 the

producing governments succeeded in selling seventy percent

of the total amount of participation crude.6 4

Once the door is open, it is difficult to shut. The

participation agreements opened up the subject of total owner-

ship of oil production. Dubai was the first producer among

---------------------------------------------------
62 "The Energy Situation in the Arab World," OAPEC

Bulletin (Kuwait, November 1979), p. 7.

63 Richard Chadbourn Weisberg, The Politics of Crude
Oil Pricing tin the Middle East, 1970-1975, A Study in Inter-
national Bargaining. (Berkeley, 1977), p. 81.

64 Ibid.
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the Arab Gulf states to obtain full control of its oil and

gas industry.65 Accordingly, the concessionary company re-

ceived $10 million as compensation for their shares. 6 6 In

December 1975 the Kuwaiti government took over the last forty

percent equity of the British Petroleum Company and Gulf

Oil Company, and the companies received $50.5 million as

compensation for their shares.6 7

In Bahrain, the government acquired the remaining forty

percent share of BAPO's concession rights and oil producing

facilities after fifty years of BAPCO's original drilling

concession. The transfer of ownership from BAPCO to the

Bahraini government (Bahrain national Oil Company - BANOCO)

was completed in December 1979, retroactive from January

1, 1979. This agreement followed the Bahraini cabinet's

agreement in November 1978, after two years of negotiations.

However, ownership of the refinery was excluded under the

terms of the agreement.6 8

Now, a policy of full official ownership is the general

pattern in the Arab Gulf states. However, this policy is

not always achieved in practice.

65 Benjamin Shwadran, Middle East Oil, Issues and Pro-
blems (Massachusetts, 1977),p. 67.

66 Ibid.

67 Ibid., p. 68.

68 "Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO),"QAPEC
BvJletin (Kuwait, August/September 1980), p. 10.
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The Administrative Structure of the
Oil Industry

In the early 1970s, the major development in the oil

industry in the Arab Gulf states was the purchasing of oil

exploration and production rights from foreign companies

on the principle of participation, which gave rise to changes

in the structure of the oil industry. As mentioned earlier,

on January 1, 1974, the government of Bahrain purchased sixty

percent of BAPCO, Limited. In July 1976, the government

established the Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), owned

completely by the state, to supervise and take control of

its share of participation. In january 1979, BANOCO, through

the government, had obtained the remaining forty percent

of BAPCO's concession rights and producing facilities.

The process of acquiring control over the oil and gas

industry was enhanced in 1980 when the government bought

sixty percent equity of the refinery, and a new entity--

Bahrain Petroleum Company-Bahrain Shareholding Company

-(Bahrain, B.S.C.)--was created to run the complex. In

the same year, November of 1980, the government announced

the formation of a supreme oil council to monitor and super-

vise the oil industry in the state. The overall structure

of Bahrain's oil industry is shown in Figure (2).

t' - ._ _ -
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SUPREME OIL COUNCIL

Chairman: Prime Minister

Minister of Foreign Affairs

Minister of Development & Industry

Minister of Finance & National Economy

Minister of Works, Power, Water

Minister of Labor, Social Affairs

Minister of Developm
&

Industry

Minister Yousuf Al-Sh

Export Marketing

Executive Conmittee:

Cha i rman:

Yousuf AI-Sirawai

Members:

Isa Bin Abdullah

Isa Borsheid

Hassan Fakhro

a



GOVERNMENT COORD INAT ION

( 5 (I
Gulf Petrochem-
ical Industries

Chairman and
Managing Direc-
tor

Tawfeeg Al-
Moayed

Ownership:
Bahrain
government
33.5%

Kuwait Government
33.5%

Saudi Government

33.5%
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BANAGAS

Chairman and
Managing Direc-
tor:
Hassan Fakhroo

Ownership:
Bahrain
government
(BANOCO)
(75%)

Arab Investment
Corp. 12.5%

CALTEX, Bahrain
12.5 %

(4)

BANOCO

Chairman and
Managing Director

Hassan Fakhroo

Ownership:
Bahrain Govern-
ment 100%

Figure (2): Oil Industry Structure in Bahrain.

Source: "Bahrain," MEED (Special Report), September 1981.

(2)

BAPCO (B.S.C.)

Chairman:
Yousuf Al-
Shirawi

Chief Executive:
D.F. Hepburn

Ownership:
Bahrain Govern-
ment 60%
CALTEX, Bahrain
40%

CAL TEX, Bahrain

Cha i rman:
J.M. Voss

President:
R.N. Trackwell

Ownership: CALTEX
Corp. 100%

Government Coor-
dination relates
only to operations
of oil and gas
producing func-
tions on behalf
of Bahrain
government

~; 
.
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The general function of the Supreme Oil Council, under

the chairmanship of the Prime Minister, Shaikh Khalifa Bin

Salman Al-Khalifa, is to lay out the general oil policy of

the country. More specifically, the Council's functions

are as follows:

1) To carry out studies and research on ways
of ensuring the prolonged life of reserves
of oil, natural gas and all other energy
sources and ways of allowing the best pos-
sible use of these resources and to suggest
a suitable pricing policy;

2) to develop the country's technical and
personnel apparatus in the energy field.
The council may commission such experts
and specialists as it sees fit to conduct
studies and research on matters 1lling
within the council's competence.

The Supreme Oil Council is composed of the Minister

of Foreign Affairs; the Minister for Development and Indus-

try; the Minister for Finance and National Economy; the Minister

for Works, Power, and Water; and the Minister for Labour

and Social Affairs.70 Their term of office is three years.

The preliminary meeting of the council was convened in November

1980, and in December 1980, the council's secretary was ap-

pointed.

The 1980 the government took another step in the process

of restructuring the oil industry in Bahrain by obtaining

6 9Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual Report 1980

(Manama, 1980), p. 10.

70 Ibid., p. 11.
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sixty percent equity of the refinery, effective as of july

1980. However, the agreement of participation was not signed

until May 1980. According to the terms of the agreement,

a new entity, BAPCO, B.S.C., was created to run the refinery.

BAPCO, B.S.C. is a joint venture of the government of Bahrain

and Caltex Petroleum Company, which replaced BAPCO, Limited,

a subsidiary of the Caltex Petroleum Company which had run

the refinery since its establishment in 1935.

Although BAPCO, B.S.C. is registered under the laws

of Bahrain and regarded as a Bahraini shareholding company,

the ownership of the company is divided as follows: sixty

percent is owned by the government of Bahrain, and forty

percent belongs to Caltex Petroleum Corporation. Further-

more, BAPCO, B.S.C. is regarded as a service firm, producing

refined products at "the lowest cost a barrel," for the two

shareholders. In other words, BAPCO (BSC) is.

not a profit center in the accepted sense, in
that we don't ourselves sell anything. We are
essentially a service organization producing re-
fined products at the lowest cost a barrel. We
have no profit statement, and we are viewed by 71
the two shareholders as a service organisation.

On the marketing aspect, there has been a buy-back agree-

ment that allows U.S. Caltex Petroleum Company to market

71 An interview with Chief Executive Donald F Hepburn,
Middle East Economic Digest (Special Report) (London,
September 1981), p. 25.
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75 percent of the refinery production and the balance amount

should be marketed by a marketing department at the Ministry

of Development and Industry in Bahrain.72

Table 7 shows how BAPCO (limited) was treansformed into

the new entity called BAPCO (B.S.C.).

In December 1980, representatives of the government

of Bahrian were appointed to the Board of Directors of the

Bahrain Petroleum Company (B.S.C.). The Minister for Develop-

ment and Industry was appointed Chairman; Shaikh Isa Bin

Abdullah Al-Khalifa, the Minister's Undersecretary, as Deputy

Chairman; and Mr. Ali Ebrahim al-Mahroose, Shaikh Ebrahim

Bin Khalifa al-Khalifa, Dr. Jasim al-Mannai, and Mr. Abdullah

Mansoor as members.7 3

The Formation of the Bahrain

National Oil Company

(BANOCO)

On March 4, 1976, Article 2 of the Emiri Decree Nine

was published, incorporating the Bahrain National Oil Company

(BANOCO) as a state oil company, with a fixed capital of

100 million Bahraini Dinars.7 4  The authorized capital is

72Midd le East Economic Digest (MEE), May 22, 1981
(London), p. 13.

73 Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual Report 1980
(Manama, 1980), p. 10.

74 The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), Annual
Review 1977, p. 2.
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TABLE (7)

FUNCTIONS OF BAPCO, LIMITED TRANSFERRED TO
BAPCO, B. S.C. AND CALTEX, BAHRAIN

BAPCO, limited BAPCO, B. S.C. CALTEX, Bahrain
(1930 - (1981) (1981 - ) (1981 - )

GALTEX Petroleum

Corporation
(U.S.) =

100%

R.N. Trackwell
President

On Shore explor-
ation (for
government )

Producing (for
government)

local marketing
of lube oil and
speciality
products

supplying inter-
national avia-
tion and bunker
fuels

12.5% part icipa-
tion in Bahrain
(National Gas
Company, BANAGAS)

Government = 60%

CALTEX, Bahrain=

40%

Donald F. Hepburn
Chief Executive

CALTEX Petroleum

Corporation
(U.S.) =

100%

R.N. Trackwell
President

On Shore explor-
ation (for
government)

Producing (for
government)

local marketing
of lube oil and
speciality
products

supplying inter-
national avia-
tion and bunker
fuels

12.5% part icipa-
tion in Bahrain
(National Gas
Company, BANAGAS)

k; awl .
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TABLE (7).....Cbnt inued

BAPCO, Limited BAPCO, B. S.C. 1CALTEX, Bahrain,

1930 - 1981) (1981 - ) (1981 .. )

Refining

Services to
CALTEX, Bahrain:
technical
accounting,
computing,
transport

Services from
CALTEX, Bahrain:
manpower and
technical

40% partici-
pation in
BAPCO, B.S.0.

Refinery:
Coordination for
supply of
CALTEX's crude
oil, process,
planning, and
distribution of
CALTEX.

Source: "Bahrain," MEED (Special Report)
September 1981).

(London,

1 - V- - - - -
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divided into 10,000 shares worth BD 10,000 each, all owned

by the government.75 At the time of the company's establish-

ment, the government paid BD 5 million of the authorized

capital. The Council of Ministers has the only authority

to decide if increments to the capital should be made. More-

over, the Council of Ministers has to approve all the resolu-

tions that relate to:

exploration and drilling activities, establish-
ment of refineries and hydrocarbon processing
projects; establishment of subsidiaries or partic-
ipation in joint ventures with other companies;
and foreign and? internal loans in excess of one
million dinars.

The objectives of the company were defined as follows:

The Company is to engage in the oil industry
in Bahrain and abroad, with involvement in any
and all stages such as exploration, production,
refining, processing, trasportat 9n, distribution,
marketing, exporting, and so on.

The first task assigned to the Company centered on partic-

ipation. More specifically, BANCO had to lay out the opti-

mally efficient way to manage the state's share in the produc-

tion of oil and gas. Thus, BANOCO had been involved in many

---------------------------------------------------
75 "Bahrain National Company," OAPEC Bulletin (Kuwait,

December 1977), pp. 9-10.

76 Ibid.

77 BANOCO, Annual Review 1977, p. 2.
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aspects of the oil and gas industry. Figure (3) shows the

functions of BANOCO. These main functions are categorized

as follows: service departments which consist of finance,

administration, technical service, and management services;

the exploration and production of petroleum products to the

local markets; the research and development of optimum re-

covery methods and further downstream activities and investi-

gation of alternative fuel services; implementation of new

projects such as the Associated Gas project; and the forma-

tion of affiliated companies such as Bahrain National Gas

(BANAGAS).

Out of these functions, local marketing is regarded

as the initial main function of BANOCO. As a result, BANOCO

started the "actual" takeover of local distribution opera-

tions from the Bahrain Petroleum Company BAPCO, Limited,

in October 1978. In May 1980, BANOCO assumed "full control

and responsibility" for the local distribution of petroleum

products immediately after the "distribution depot" was com-

pleted. The distribution depot consists of three main depart-

ments: truck maintenance, transport and fire safety.7 9

----------------------------------------------------

78 BANOCO, Annual Review 1978, p. 2.

79BANC)CO, Annual Review 1981, p. 2.
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Service Departments:

Finance

Administration

Technical Services

Management Services

The production and The research and

refining of petro- > development of

leum and gas optimum recovery

methods and

further downstream

activities,

Implementation of investigation of

new projects: alternative fuel

such as Associated services

Gas project

Distribution of Formation of affil-

petroleum pro- iated companies

ducts to the local such as: BANAGAS

market

Marketing and

Retail Services

Figure (3): Functions of BANOCO.

Source: The Bahrain National Oil Company Annual Review
1978, p. 1.
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The company owned 14 road tankers in 1980, and in 1981 four

new road tankers were added to the distribution operations.8 0

In 1981, distribution operations achieved an impressive in-

crease in the quantity of products delivered per driver per

shift. According to the company's statistics, "distribution

operations was achieved at a lesser cost than before we as-

sumed this responsibility. In addition, BANOCO put into

effect a plan for the acquisition and development of service

stations in order to increase its retail marketing activi-

ties. For instance, in 1977, BANOCO had three new company-

owned stations, and three more under construction. 82 In

1980, a modern service station, designated to work on solar

energy, was completed at Al-Hoora region in the capital,

Manama.83

In December 1977, BANOCO entered into the lubricating

oil business through the marketing of its own automotive

engine oil "Bahzait."8 4 This was followed, on January 1,

1979, with the introduction of two grades of gasoline into

the local market for the wide variety of motor car engines

used in Bahrain: "Mumtaz," a 98 octane gasoline, and

80 Banoco, Annual Review 1980, p. 11 and BANOCO, Annual

Review 1981, p. 11.
8 1BANCCO, Annual Review 1981, p. 2.

82 BANCCO, Annual Review 1977, p. 7.
83 BANOCO, Annual Review 1981, p. 13.
84 BANOCO, Annual Review 1977, p. 10.
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"Jayyid," a lower octane gasoline.85 Table (8) shows the

BANOCO's sale development of petroleum products in the local

market during the period from 1979 to 1981. The main petro-

leum products that were distributed during the first three

years in local markets were: gasoline which consists of

two types, "Jayyid" and "Mumtaz"; diesel; and kerosene.

In 1981, gasoline took 59 percent of the total petroleum

products sold by BANACO in the local market, diesel's share

was 38 percent, and kerosene was 3 percent. However, gas-

oline's sales had experienced an increase of 11 percent com-

paring with 1980's sales. By the same token, diesel's sales

had increased by two percent from the previous year. On

the other hand, Kerosene's sales had decreased by 24 percent

from the preceding year.

The other main petroleum products which are distributed

in the local market include jet aviation fuel; liquid petro-

leum gas; asphalt and fuel oil. Table (9) gives a picture

about the refined products marketed locally during the period

1971 to 1981. For instance, the total refined products mar-

keted locally were 5,704,457 barrels in 1982. Out of this

amount, 3,337,678 barrels were of jet aviation fuels which

----------------------------------------------------
85BANC)CO, Annual Review 1979, p. 7.
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TABLE (8)

SALES DEVELOPMENT OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
IN THE LOCAL MARKET

PRODUCTS 1979 1980 1981

Jayyid

Mumtaz

Total Gasoline

Diesel

Kerosene

102.89

29.24

132.13

114.48

9.54

105.30

46.24

151 .54

107.52

10.73

Source: The Bahrain National Oil Company,

Annual Review 1981, p. 12.

107.77

59.76

167.53

110.16

8.12

_6
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were distributed by British Petroleum (BP) and U.S. Caltex

in a fifty-fifty venture.86 This unit of aviation fuels,

which is located at the international airport, had a turnover

of $100 million - $120 million in 1982.87 What did this

mean? It meant that BANOCO had lost an opportunity of earn-

ing $100 million - $120 million, by neglecting to take over

this unit. Thus, BANOCO has an advantage in an irrmediate

taking over of this unit in order to enhance its position

as national oil company in the domestic market.

In 1982, it was reported that BANACO had an intention

to take over from British Petroleum (BP) and U.S. Caltex

Petroleum Company the responsibility of aviation fuel sales.8 8

Aviation fuels for aircrafts are an important item in Bahrain,

amounting to equal in 1981 3,615,136 barrels which was higher

than the inland consumption of all other products, i.e.,

2,163,458 barrels. Jet fuel at the Sitra refinery in the

same year was equal to 10,429 barrels. Moreover, the same

report indicated that BANOCO was intended to take over from

the marketing department at the Ministry of Development and

Industry the responsibility for all international marketing

of refined products.

---------------------------------------------------
86"Bahrain," MiddleEast Economic Digest (MEE) Special

Report (London, September 1983), p.~1.
87 Ibid.

88 Ibid.
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Concerning oil field operations, BANOCO took control

over them from U.S. Caltex Petroleum Company with effect

as of Jauary 1, 1982. Although Caltex would continue some

of its services, BANOCO would have the opportunity to hire

other foreign contractors.

Since its establishment in 1976, BANOCO has enhanced

its efforts to conserve energy. Accordingly, the major con-

servation scheme planned and conmissioned by the company

was the $100 million Associated Gas project. BANAGAS, which

is an affiliated company for BANOCO, has utilized the flared

"wasted" associated natural gas from the oil field - for

more than forty years - through this Associated Gas plant

and produced liquid petroleum products (LPG) for export.

Furthermore, BANOCO has begun a solar research and develop-

ment program in cooperation with the Kuwait Institute for

Scientific Research and Other parties. The program consists

of monitoring of solar radiation and the application of solar

energy in air conditioning, heating, desalination, and agricul-

tural projects.89

In the training sector, BANOCO has sponsored a training

program to develop the technical skills of the workforce

for the company and BANAGAS. The training program is expected

89 BANCCO, Annual Review 1977, p. 14.
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to produce a total of 61 professionals graduating within

the five-year period from 1982 to 1986.90

The pattern of BANOCO's development is similar to the

pattern of development for the national oil companies in

the oil producing countries in general and in the Arab Gulf

States in particular. A national oil company begins by

taking over the local marketing of oil and gas products,

later it enters into exploration and production, and

promotes the petrochemical industry. It receives the relin-

quished concessionsary sections and leases them to new

foreign companies in the form either of joint venture or

contractual service agreements, but under favorable condi-

tions. However, Bahrain's national oil company differs

from others in its approach of the refining sector. Instead

of letting BANOCO run and manage the refinery, the government

has created a separate entity, i.e., BAPCO (B.S.C.,), to

take over this task, and has formed the Supreme Oil Council

to be the coordinator for BAPCO (B.S.C.), BANOCO, and other

institutions related to the oil industry.

However, the above arrangement was, in its essence,

a political decision rather than an economic one. Creating

a separate entity, i.e., BAPCO (B.S.C.), means preventing

integration in the oil industry under the management of

9 0 BANOCO, Annual Review 1981, pp. 15-16

,
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BANOCO. On the other hand, vertical and downstream integra-

tion is often regarded as a favorable economic instrument

in alleviating negative excesses of bureaucracy, avoiding

the duplication of plans, and improving planning and coordin-

ation among the different sectors in the oil industry.

Later on, the political background of this arrangement showed

itself through the resignation of the chairman of BANOCO,

Hassan Fakhroo, and the appointment of a committee to re-

place his position. In fact, the conflict was between

the Minister of Development and Industry, Yousuf Al-Shirawi

and the Chairman of BANOCO, Hassan Fakhroo in regarding

the direction of oil policies in Bahrain. Now it becomes

obvious that the end of the conflict was in favor of the

Minister of Development and Industry who is a renowned advo-

cate of encouraging the role of multinational corporations

in the economy.

Conclusion

Bahrain came late on participation and total ownership

of the concessionary company, BAPCO, Limited in relation

to the other Arab Gulf States. In addition, the real taking

over of operations in oil production and exploration began

in January of 1982 after eight years from participation

agreement and three years from the agreement of transferring

ownership. In the refining sector, Bahrain did not pursue
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Kuwaiti example of total ownership but followed Saudi line,

i.e., joint venture with foreign companies. Therefore,

BAPCO (B.S.C.) - a joint venture between Bahrain government

and U.S. Caltex Petroleum Company on a 60:40 basis - has

taken over the place of BAPCO, Limited. In the domestic

marketing sector, the official talk that BANOCO has exer-

cised its "monopoly" over the local market cannot be traced

in reality. More specifically, the fuel unit of aviation,

located at Muharreq International Airport, which holds more

than half on the refined oil marketed locally, has been

distributed by a joint venture of BP and Caltex, fifty per-

cent for each.

Later on, the chairman of BANOCO, who had tried tena-

ciously to establish a strong and active national oil com-

pany, was resigned because he "crossed" the Minister of

Development and Industry over matters relating to the direc-

tion of oil policies.

In conclusion, BANOCO is still occupying a weak posi-

tion in the oil industry. Hence, the government should

pay more attention to enchance the role of BANOCO in oil

sector because it represents the national instrument which

should have an absolute interest in achieving the optimal

utilization of energy resources in Bahrain.



CHAPTER IV

OIL AND GAS : SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Optimum production raises the equally important
aspect of optimum utilization, and the company
(BANcO) is dedicated to conserving and maximizing
the benefits of the state's resources. As a re-
sult, the greatest achievement of the company
todate, the implementation of the Associated Gas
project which will utilize previously "vented"
gas to produce marketable petroleum production
is well underway.

Hassan A. Fakhroo, former General
Manager of BANOCO, BANOCO Annual
Review 1978.

Oil or petroleum, is not a chemical compound; it is

a mixture of chemical compounds, made up mostly of hydrogen

and carbon. It can exist in three physical states : as a

gas, a liquid, or a solid. It is usually found in the earth

in the form of natural gas or liquid crude oil; it is also

found in the solid form of asphalt or tar.

Crude Oil

Geologists think that the origin of oil goes back to

organic matter which was transfered to oil or gas through

the action of heat, bacteria, radiations and other processes

inside the rocks. Then the oil was squeezed out of the shale

beds into more porous sandstone and limestone. When the

crust of the earth warped, the oil migrated to rock beds,

68
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where it became trapped. These trap formations are called

reservoirs. Oil reservoirs may be a few hundred or many

thousands of feet below the earth's surface.9 1

Trap Formations In The Arabian Peninsula
and Bahrain

Oil producing and promising sedimentary rocks in the

Arabian Peninsula - bound by the Red Sea to the West, the

Arabian Sea to the South, the Gulf of oian and Arabian

(Persian) Gulf to the East, and Iraq and Jordan to the North

- are located in the eastern part, "in the area between the

Arabian Shield and the Tethyan seaway".92 This area contains

almost all the oil deposits on the Peninsula.

The most productive formations in the area are middle

Cretaceous sandstone and upper Jurassic limestone.93 Kuwait

has the best developed sandstone formation, which grades

into limestone in Bahrain.9 In Saudi Arabia, there are

four producing "Calcarenitic Zones" which are correlative

with the "Zekrit Zone" in Qatar.9 5

---------------------------------------------------
91 Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME, Oil from The

Earth (Texas, 1974) p. 2.

92 Saleh M. Billo, "Petroleum Geology of the Arabian
Peninsula,', Oil and Gas Journal, March 14, 1983, p. 92.

9Ibid., p. 96.

9 4 Ibid.

5Ibid., p. 98.
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In fact, there are two basic types of oil trap forma-

tions: structural and stratigraphic.96 Traps formed as

a result of geologic structure are known as structural traps,

while stratigraphic traps result when a porous layer is

phased out between two non-porous layers, so becomes an oil

reservoir.

The Arabian Peninsula is famous for its many structural

traps. Figure (4) shows the large concentration of oil

fields. The most remarkable is that of the "Enala Anticline"

the southern part of which is the main source for the Ghawar

Field, one of the largest oil fields in the world. In fact,

it is the result of the merger of five fields along this

huge anticline arch.9 7

In Bahrain, the first oil well was discovered in the

southern part of the Arabian (Persian) Gulf from the Maudood

member of the middle Cretaceous Wasia group.9 Later,

oil was discovered in the Jurassic group.99 Significantly,

the Wasia group contains the Bulk of Bahrain's oil reserve.

96 Amoco Educational Services, Petroleum Exploration
in Brief" (Chicago, no date).

9 7Saleh M. Billo, "Petroleum Geology of the Arabian
Penninsula"' Oil and Gas Journal, March 14, 1983, p. 99.

98 The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), Annual
Review 1978, p. 4.

99 lbid.



Figure (4): Index Map of Oil fields in the Arab
Gulf States.

Source: Saleh M. Millo, "Petroleum Geology of the
Arabian Peninsula,". Oil and Gas Journal,
March 14, 1983, p. 96.
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In general, the petroleum geology in this area may be sunmed

up as follows:

Petroleum in this case was thought to have

originated in the limestones themselves under

the cover of the overlying Hithanhydrite, and

then accumulated into anticlinal traps in thich

it was found, the result of upper Cretaceous and

later folding (OGJ, July 1976, p. 85). It is

still unequivocal whether all the oil is indige-

nous or sorTb0oil was subjected to long range
migration.

Reserves

The term "reserves" is cormronly used to refer to what

are known technically "Proven reserves": the quantities

of oil that can be produced, given the prevailing technology,

costs, and prices. Figure (5) illustrates this concept.

The horizontal axis represents the total supplies divided

into two main groups: discovered and undiscovered supplies.

The vertical axis represents the economic value of the re-

sources, and here the axis is divided also into two basic

categories: profitable and unprofitable resources. Hence,

reserves can be identified as supplies that probably exist

and profitable. However, it is regarded by Geologists that

any category plotted in the graph will eventually be added

101
to reserves.

---------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 Saieh M. Billo, "Petroleum Geology of the Arabian

Peninsula' QiJL. and Gas Journal, March 14, 1983, p. 100.

1 0 1Ferdinand E. Banks, Bauxite and Aluminum: An Intro-

duction to the Economics of Nonfuel Minerals (Massachusetts,
1979), p. 11.
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102
Proven reserves are calculated as follows:

Proven Reserves = "Oil-in-place" x Recovery Factor

"Oil-in-Place" refers to the total quantity of oil at the

location that can be produced. "Recovery Factor", refers

to the rate of recovery, i.e., the percentage of the oil

that can be produced. However, there are three major stages

of oil recovery, each with a different rate of recovery.

Primary recovery refers to the initial production of

oil from a field. The natural energy inside the reservoir

exerts pressure - mostly gas pressure - which removes the

product to the surface. The recovery factor for this stage

is estimated at 20 percent of total oil-in-place.1 0 3

Secondary recovery means the extraction of oil from

a field beyond what can be removed by normal methods of

flowing or pumping. At this stage, water flooding or gas

injection is used to recover additional amounts of oil:

water is pumped into the layer below the oil accumulation

while gas is pushed down into the layer above it. The re-

covery factor for this stage is estimated to increase re-

covery to about 40 percent.104 At the same time, these

10 2 Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC, the Gulf,

and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983), pp. 19-21.

10 3 Ibid., p. 10.
10 4 Ibid.
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methods will increase the cost of oil. For instance, crude

oil that costs from $0.25 per barrel to $1.50 per barrel

may increase to a price somewhere between $0.50 per barrel

to $4.50 per barrel.105 When secondary recovery methods

based on water pumping are used.

Tertiary recovery consists of two main types: miscible

and thermal.106 Miscible methods follow the principle of

introducing a fluid that will mix with the oil and either

move it out or drive both up to the surface. Some of the

fluids used are Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG), Carbon dioxide

(Co2 ), or Surfactant Chemicals. Thermal recovery methods

rely on heat. One type of thermal recovery is called Fire

Flooding, where the oil in the rock is ignited to form kind

of fire-front. The heat produced is enough to thin the re-

maining oil and allow it to move up to the surface. In

short, Tertiary Recovery is based on lowering the viscosity

of oil in a reservoir so that it can flow more freely. The

recovery factor for this stage increases extraction up to

55 percent to 60 percent of oil in place1 0 7

10 5 Ferdinand E. Banks, The Political Economy of Oil
(Massachusetts, 1980), p. 43.

'0 6Amoco Educational Services,"Enhanced Recovery: New
Hope for More Oil" (Chicago, no date)

'0 7 Fereidon Fesharaki and [)avid I. Isaak, OPEC, the
Gulf, and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983),
p. 43.
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It is important to mention that the recovery factor

is not static; it is rather a dynamic element which changes

with economics and technology. Thus, forecasters using the

Reserves-to-Production ratio, i.e.:

Proven Reserves
Today's Production Rate

may be mistaken in their estimate of the years remaining

before running out of oil. While the Reserves-to-Production

ratio is correct at any point in time, proven reserves, how-

ever, change with different recovery methods, which will

affect the Reserves-to-Production ratio. One may close

the discussion of the Reserves-to-Production ratio by

saying;

The Reserve-to-Production ratio is a function
of exploration out-come in prospective areas,
and development in productiyg 8 areas, as well as
export-import relationships

Table (10) shows the reserves of crude oil from known

fields in Bahrain and other Arab Gulf States.

The Methodology of this table depends upon the sums

of the following equations:109

----------------------------------------------------------

10 8 Saleh M. Billo, "Petroleum Geology of the Arabian
Peninsula" Oil and Gas Journal, March 14, 1983, p. 100.

109Fereidon Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC, the
Gulf, and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983), pp.

19-21.
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TABLE (10)

RESERVES AND RESOURCES OF CRUDE OIL FROM
KNOWN FIELDS OF THE ARAB GULF STATES

AS OF JANUARY 1, 1979

Pertinent Data
Saudi
Arabia

United
Arab

Kuwait Emirates

Divided
Neutral
Zone Qatar Oman Bahrain

Original Oil in
Place, mm bbl 550,583 258,446 151,640 75,954 26,472 26,256 2,718

Proven Ultimate
Recovery, mm bbl

Cummulative Pro-
duction, mm bbl

Proven Oil Re-
serves, mm bbl

Indicated Addi-
tional Recovery
mm bbl

Total Ultimate
Recovery, mm bbl

Remaining Recov-
erable Oil, mm bbl

Primary Recovery
Factor %
Secondary Recovery
Factor %
Ultimate Recovery
Factor %

179,658 95,874

33,718 18,986

37,972 12,914 8,390 4,550 1,005

5,884 2,968 2,836 2,173 651

145,940 76,888 32,088 9,946 5,554 3,277 354

31,321 14,135 12,745 3,262 2,100 0 0

21,979 110,009 50,717 16,176 10,490 4,550 1,005

177,261 91,023 44,833 13,208 7,654 3,227 354

32.6

5.7

37.1

5.5

25.0

8.4

17.0 31.7 17.3 37.0

4.3

38.3 42.6 33.4 21.3

7.0

39.6

0

17.3

0

37.0

Middle East Crude Oil Potent
Deposits (Washington, D.C.
Energy, DOE/EIA 0298, 1981),
Fereidun Fesharaki and David

ial From Known
U.S. Department of
p. 9, cited in
I. Isaak, OPEC, the

Gulf,and the World Petroleum Market,
(London, 1983), pp. 20 - 21.

Source:

- - - - ,..._.. . . r..a.. ... ..,.
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Ultimate recovery: The volume of oil that sums up past

and future recovery from known fields. Therefore:

Proven ultimate recovery = Original Oil-in-Place x Primary

recovery factor

In Bahrain, the original oil in place is estimated at

2,718 million barrels (ran bbl) and the primary recovery fac-

tor is equal to 37 percent. Hence the proven ultimate re-

covery is estimated to be 1,005 rnm bbl. As reflected in

the table Bahrain has the lowest amount for original oil in

place but a high primary recovery factor in relation with

the others; it is less than the primary recovery factor of

Kuwait by 0.1 percent. Saudi Arabia, of course, has the

highest amount of original oil in place and proven ultimate

recovery, accounted for 550,583 rnm bbl and 179,658 respec-

tively.

Proven reserves: the difference between proven ultimate

recovery and past production. In other words:

Proven reserves = Proven Ultimate Recovery - Cumulative

Production.

Bahrain has a cumulative production of 651 rnm bbl and

proven ultimate recovery of 1,005 rnm bbl. Hence the proven

oil reserves should equal to 354 am bbl. Again, Bahrain has

the lowest proven oil reserves in the region, while Saudi

Arabia has the highest proven reserves, i.e.,

145,940 nm bbl.
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Indicated Additional Recovery: obtained by using secon-

dary recovery method. It is calculated as follows:

Indicated Additional Recovery = Original Oil-in-Place x

Secondary Recovery Factor.

The secondary recovery factor is not available for Bahrain

in table, so it is difficult to talk about indicated addi-

tional recovery in regarding to Bahrain. United Arab Emirates

has the highest Secondary Recovery Factor in the region.

Total Ultimate Recovery: the surmation of proven ulti-

mate recovery and indicated additional recovery, i.e.:

Total ultimate recovery = Proven Ultimate Recovery +

Indicated Additional Recovery.

In Bahrain, the total ultimate recovery is estimated at 1,005

am bbl, excluding the indicated additional recovery. Saudi

Arabia has the largest amount of the total ultimate recovery

and followed by Kuwait, United Arab Emirates and Qatar, account-

ing for 210,979 mm bbl, 110,009 nm bbl, 50,717 nm bbl, and

10,490 respectively.

Remaining Recoverable Oil: the difference between total

ultimate recovery and cumulative production, i.e.:

Remaining Recoverable Oil = Total Ultimate Recovery -

Cumulative Production

In Bahrain, the remaining recoverable oil is equivalent to

the proven oil reserves because of excluding indicated addi-

tional recovery. However, all Arab Gulf States, except Qnan

_. ix . _ k - - - - _ H
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and Bahrain, have a higher amount of remaining recoverable

oil than their proven oil reserves. More specifically, in

Saudi Arabia the remaining recoverable oil has increased

by 21 percent of the proven oil reserves. By the same token,

Kuwait has experienced an increase in the remaining recover-

able oil by 18 percent, in United Arab Emirates the increase

was 40 percent, in divided Neutrol zone the increase was 33

percent, and in Qatar the increase was 38 percent.

In the table (10), the rate of primary recovery is rela-

tively higher than the rate of secondary recovery. In addi-

tion, tertiary recovery is not included in the table. This

stage depends on new methods in the oil industry, and there-

fore it is too early to incorporate its data. However, ter-

tiary recovery is estimated to increase the recovery factor

by 10 to 20 percent.

Product ion

Within the last 50 years, oil production in the Arab

Gulf region has steadily increased. Bahrain began producing

oil in 1932, long before the other Arab Gulf States; Kuwait

began production in 1946, Qatar in 1949, Abu Dhabi in 1962,

Saudi Arabia in 1938, and Oman in 1967. By 1980, Crude oil

production in Arabian Peninsula reached 5,361,864,000 bbl. 110

---------------------------------------------------------

11 0 Salah M. Billo, "Petroleum Geology of the Ababian

Peninsula" Q.i and Gas Journal, March 14, 1983, p. 98.
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Table (11) shows oil production in the Arab Gulf States

during the years from 1975 to 1983. The oil production rates

of 1979 reflected the situation before the international

oil-surplus era, while the amounts of Crude oil production

in 1983 shows the state of oil during the international oil-

surplus period. Thus, Saudi Arabia oil production was 9.3

million barrels per day in 1979, but this amount was

decreased to 5.7 million barrels per day in 1983. By the

same token, Kuwait oil production in 1979 was 2.2 million

barrels per day but in 1983 it became 1.2 million barrels

per day. In general, the oil production of all Arab Gulf

States had experienced a substantial decrease by 1983.

In Bahrain, oil production has been declining since

its peak in 1970 as it's reflected in figure (6). The table

(12) shows the trend of oil production from 1970 to 1982.

In 1970, oil production was at its peak production level,

27,973 thousand barrells. In 1975, oil production had

decreased by 5,664 thousand barrels or 20 percent to reach

22,309 thousand barrels compared with the production level

of 1970. By the same token, the oil production in 1980 had

decreased by 4,656 thousand barrels or 21 percent to reach

17,653 thousand barrels compared with the production level

of 1975. At the level production of 1982 - 16,067 thousand

barrels - the oil production in Bahrain will last for an

additional twenty two years, given the proven oil reserves

- ; -
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TABLE (11)

PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL IN ARAB GULF
STATES (thousand bbl/d)

1975

Saudi Arabia

Kuwait

Neutral Zone

Qatar

Oman

United Arab
Emirates

Bahrain

6,827

1,838

495

439

340

1,689

61

1976

8,344

1,915

466

497

366

1,950

58

1977

9,017

1,783

350

436

339

2,015

58

1978

8,066

1,880

434

484

314

1,831

55

1979

9,251

2,230

560

506

295

1,831

51

(Sept)
1983

5,700

1,150

453

309

394

1,160

40

Source: "Oi l in the Middle East," Annual Supplement,
The Economist Intelligence Unit (E.I.U.);
Oi1 and Gas Journal, December 5, 1983.

- a
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TABLE (12)

PRODUCT ION OF BAHRA IN CRUDE
OIL (1970 - 1982)

(in thousand U.S. Barrels)

Product ion

27,973

27,347

25,508

24,948

24,597

22,309

21,288

21,23 6

20,192

18, 741

17,653

16,862

16,067

Percentage change

-2 %

-7 %

-2 %

-1 %

-9 %

-5 %

-0.2 %

-5 %

-7 %

-6 %

-4 %

-5 %

Source: Statistical Abstracts: 1980, 2981, and 1982,
Council of Ministers, Central Statistical
Organization, State of Bahrain.

Year

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982
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Barrel

30,000

0

0

27,000.

0

0

0

24,000

0

21,000 o o

0

0

18, 0 .,0
0

0

0

15,000 i Year
1971 1974 1977 1980 1983

Figure (6): The pattern of oil production (1970 - 1982).
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of Bahrain at 354 million barrels. However, this forecast

could be extended if imporved technology is introduced into

the extraction process.

In 1980, BANOCO completed a two million, U.S. dollars,

project evaluating the possibility of introducing enchanced

oil recovery methods. Such methods are expected to increase

output by 100 million to 200 million barrels by the year

2000.111 The project's recorrmendations were to increase

oil recovery from different zones, and to maximize natural

gas reccovery from certain, somehwat depleted gas reser-

vo irs. 112

Exploration

Since 1976, BANOCO has been working to assume a substan-

tial role in the oil industry. Accordingly, BANOCO has laid

out plans to reverse Bahrain's declining rate of oil produc-

tion.

1977, BANOCO began its efforst by monitoring the explo-

ration and production activities of BAPCO. For example,

in November 1977 an exploratory well was drilled on Sitra

island as a part of its efforts to find new oil reserves.113

1 1 The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO),

Annual Review, 1980 p. 14.
112 Ibid., p. 4.

1 13 The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), Annual
Review 1977, p. 11.
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However, BANOCO's major move on to the oil exploration

scene came in 1981, when in January BANOCO signed a contract

with the Western Geophysical Company of America, in conjunc-

tion with the Kuwait oil company, to carry out a geophysical

survey. The contract covered 5,764 line kilometers at

an estimated cost of fourteen million dollars; the survey

included deep water, irrmediate seas, and the shallow and

reefy areas.

The survey was completed in July 1982. Initial results

have been promising, and exploratory wells were assumed to
115

be drilled in 1983. Furthermore, the Compagnie Generele

de Geophysique of France was contracted to carry out a

Seismic survey on very deep structures below the Khuff gas

formation. 116

The other major exploratory task was carried out through

a consortium of U.S. oil companies led by Union Texas Petro-

leum Corporation and covered 2,000 square kilometer

off-shore.1 17 Work was stopped in May 1980 after

11 4 BANOCO, Annual Review 1981, p. 6.

115"Bahrain", Middle East and Economic Digest meedD),
(Special Report) (London, September 1982), p. 11.

1 1 6 Ibid.

11 7 Ibid., p. 12.
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commercial quantities of Crude oil. 1 1 8 While promising oil

zones are predicted to exist in the South around the Hawar

Islands, off the coast of Qatar, exploration can not begin

until final settlement of territorial limits by the govern-

ments of Bahrain and Qatar.

In conclusion, it is important here to appreciate the

regional cooperation that has materialized through the joint

work of BANOCO and the Kuwait Oil Company in their efforts

to find new sources of Crude oil in Bahrain's territory.

This type of regional cooperation should be extended to

involve the other Arab Gulf States as well.

Natural Gas

Introduction

The term natural gas refers to the mixture of gas pro-

duced at the surface from underground accumulations in which

Methane (CH ) predominates. Natural gas is regarded as a

near relation to oil since both are composed of Hydrocarbons.

Thus, natural gas can substitute for oil in most energy-

applications. Despite the problems of transportation, that

1 1 8 Ibid.
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is, the problem of "cost of distance", Natural Gas has many

advantages, such as few processing requirements and its pro-

perties as a clean fuel. 119

There are two types of natural gas:120 non-associated

gas, also called "discretionary gas", means that the gas

well can be utilized at the owners's discretion, while asso-

ciated gas is produced along with the Crude oil. Associated

gas falls into two categories: the gas cap, which exists

on top of the oil-bearing strata, and gas dissolved in the

oil itself. Furthermore, associated gas is regarded as "non-

discretionary", which means that it must be processed, rein-

jected, or flared.

There are three main options for the utilization of

natural gas resources: reinjection, export, and domestic

consumption.

The reinjection of natural gas into the oil field is

an important process in secondary recovery methods which

allows for optimal exploitation of the oil field by

increasing its pressure. Furthermore, the reinjection of

------------------------------------------

119Mary Pat Gormack & M. Edger Barrett, A Reference

Note on the Gas Industry (Boston, 1981) pp. 1-3.

1 20 Fereidon Fesharaki and David I. Issak, OPEC, the Gulf,

and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983), p. 219.
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natural gas enhances the process of conservation. It is

estimated that "a large portion of gas - perhaps up to three

quarters could be recovered later." 121On the other hand,

some countries which hold large proven reserves of natural

gas are developing export markets for their gas. However,

natural gas is market limited because of its "cost of dis-

tance". For instance, internationally traded gas in 1980

was estimated to be about 190 million cubic feet (cu. ft.) 1 2 2

Table (13) shows the breakdown of international trade in

natural gas. Out of this amount, 83 percent was delivered

through pipeline; only 17 percent was in the form of liqui-

fied natural gas (LNG), transported by tankers for most of

its trip from well head to its final destination. 1 2 3

Reserve

Natural gas is plentiful in the Arab Gulf States. Table

(14) shows the proven reserves of natural gas in the Arab

Gulf States in the period between 1973 to 1981. Most notable

12 1 Ibid., p. 222.

1 2 2 ieremy Russel, Geopolitics of Natural Gas
(Massachusetts,1983), p. 36.

123Ibid.
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TABLE (13)

BREAKDOWN OF I NTERNAT I ONAL TRADE IN NATURAL
GAS (percentage shares)

Main Exporters

USSR

Netherlands

Norway

OPECa

Others

1980

26

24

14

14

22

1990 (Estimate)

25

7

7

32

29

Total volume (approx)

a. Including Algeria,
Nigeria and Qatar.

Abu Dhabi, Indonesia, Iran, Libya,

b. Including Canada and Mexico.

Source: Jeremy Russel, Geopolitics of Natural Gas
(Massachusetts, 1983), p. 36.

190 mrd m3 420 mrd m3

,..,._.. .. ,.._, ... A.................. .,_.,._..,...r ... .,.. ..... _.. , .. ,... ....... _.,..... ._...,. , .. ... ....... ,M........_....., ._., ,.._.,.r........., _.._. ...... ,...._....,.., _....,,.,., .. ,....,._. .. ,...,..,........ .
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is the recent report by the Qatar General Petroleum Company

that a giant Jurassic group field has been discovered which

may contain up to 150 trillion cu. ft., one of the largest

reserves in the world.1 2 4

In Bahrain, natural gas reserves have increased by 5.6

trillion cu. ft. or 187 percent to 8.6 trillion cu. ft.,

compared with 3.0 trillion in 1977. In other words, this

amount of reserves is equivalent to 49 years production at

1982 rate of 173,511 million cu. ft. Furthermore, the pros-

pects of finding new reserves in Bahrain are optimistic.

Product ion

Natural gas production in the Arab Gulf Stats is

increasing. Table (15) provides a picture of natural gas

production and consumption in the Arab Gulf States during

the period from 1977 to 1980. Significantly, table (15)

indicates that Bahrain is the only country among the Arab

Gulf States that has had no significant amounts of flaring

gas since 1978, i.e., 4.1 billion cubic meters were procuced

and utilized in 1978, while 5 billion cubic meters were pro-

duced and utilized in 1979. On the other hand, Saudi Arabia

--- --------------------------------------------

12 4 Saleh M. Billo, "Petroleum Geology of the Arabian

Peninsula;' Q1 and Gas Journal, March 14, 1983, p. 98.
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TABLE (14)

PROVEN NATURAL GAS RESERVES in the
ARAB GULF STATES (trillion cu. ft.)

Country 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1981

U.A.E. 13.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 23.3

Kuwait 36.5 35.8 35.6 34.2 34.0 30.5

Saudi
Arabia 54.9 58.5 106.8 86.Oa 87.5 114.0

Onan 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.7

Qatar 8.0 8.0 7.5 27.5 40.0 60.0

Bahrain 4.0 6.6 5.5 3.0 3.0 8.6

Notes: a. Saudi Arabia's Ministry of Petroleum & Mineral
Resources corrected reserves to 86
trillion cu/ft

Source: Abdulaziz Al-Sowayegh, Arab Petro - Polities
(New York, 1984), p. 188.
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TABLE (15)

PRODUCT ION AND CONSUMPT ION OF NATURAL GAS
IN THE ARAB GULF STATES, (1977 - 1980)

(in billion cubic meter)

1977 1978 1979 1980*

United Arab Emirates

Product ion
Exploitation

15.3 12.4
3.2 5.0

Bahrain

Product ion
Exploitation

3.4 4.1
2.4 4.1

Product ion
Exploitation 0.45 -

Qatar

Production
Exploitation

4.2 4.6
1.6 1.5

Kuwa i t

Product ion
Exploitat ion

10.2 11.1
8.8 6.9

Saudi Arabia

Product ion
Exploitation

48.7 43.7
11.3 10.9

* Estimate.

Source: "Natural Gas in Arab World", Al-Mustagbal Al-Arabi
(in Arabic) (Beirut, May 1981), p. 119.

Country

13.7
5.4

Oman

13.1

5.0
5.0 3.4

4.0
1.1

-
1.1

6.6
4.4 7.1

13.0
9.5 12.9

50.5
12.6 23.0
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had the most flared gas among the Arab Gulf States in 1978

and 1979: in 1978, 32.8 trillion cubic meters were flared

or 75 percent of the total output of natural gas, and in

1979, 37.9 billion cubic meters were flared, again 75 percent

of the total output of natural gas in that year. In fact,

this large amount of "wasted" natural gas was due to the high

rate of oil production.

However, oil production in the Arab Gulf States has

declined since 1980 due to the surplus of oil on the global

market. Consequently, natural gas production has de-

creased as well, and some countries (e.g. Kuwait) now have

problems getting sufficient amounts of natural gas.125 As

a result, the Oil Ministers' Corrmittee of the Gulf Cooper-

ation Council has studied the idea of building a network

of pipelines to connect the gas systems of member countries.

In 1982 the Comnittee proposed that the initial step should

be taken of linking the gas grids of Qatar, which holds a

huge natural gas field, and Kuwait, which has so far failed

to discern non-associated gas sufficient for its requirements

at the present low level of oil production.12 6

--------------------------------------------

125The Economist Intelligence Unit (E.I.U.) Quarterly
Energy Review, Middle East 1983 No.3, p. 17.

126Ibid.

-- - P NONNI, IN a 1 9 1 1.
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However, this is not an easy project to be executed in the

short time because of the existing political conflicts over

the borders between these countries.

Table (16) and figure (7) show the pattern of natural

gas production in Bahrain during the period from 1970 to

1982. The production of non-associated natural gas had exper-

ienced a steady increase from 1975 to 1979 as reflected in

figure (7). More specifically, the average annual increase

for this period was approximately 9 percent. However, the

production of natural gas fell in 1980 by 18,725 million

cubic feet (cu. ft.), or 13.2 percent, to 123,422 million

cubic feet (cu. ft.), while in 1979 142,147 million cubic

feet (cu. ft.) were produced.

The decline in production on non-associated natural

gas since 1980 has been balanced by the increased amount

of associated natural gas processed by Banagas: 32,274 mil-

lion in 1980; 40,125 million cu. ft. in 1981; and 43,004

million cu. ft. in 1982. Associated natural gas processed

by Banagas is usually consumed by Aluminum Smelter (ALBA),

Banagas, and in the future Gulf Petrochemical Industries

Company (GPIC) which will use it as input for its production.

The decline in the production of non-associated natural

gas has been mainly in the Khuff zone, which accounted for

about 98 percent of total output in 1980. The balance comes

from the Arab zone, which for the third year in succession

?a.H.h
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TABLE (16)

PRODUCTION OF NATURAL GAS, (1970 - 1982)

(in millions of cubic feet)

Year Khuff Arab Total Percentage

----------------------------------------------------------

1970 17,901 25,406 43,307 -

1971 18,715 18,365 37,080 -14.4 %

1972 44,033 20,855 64,888 75.0 %

1973 61,459 21,257 82,716 27.5 %

1974 79,256 20,803 100,059 21.0 %

1975 81,289 20,251 101,546 1.5 %

1976 87,102 20,362 107,464 5.9 %

1977 102,298 18,930 121,228 12.8 %

1978 124,496 6,656 131,152 8.2 %

1979 139,296 2,851 142,147 8.4 %

1980 120,794 2,628 155,696* 9.5 %

1981 163,101* 4.6 %

1982 173,511* 6.4 %

Non-Ass. Ass.
* 155,696 = 123,422 + 32,274

* 163,101 = 122,976 + 40,125

* 173,511 = 130,507 + 43,004

Source: Cabinet Affairs - Directorate of Statistics,
Statistical Abstracts: 1982, 1981, 1980,
1977, and 1976 (Bahrain).

, ,.,
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since 1978 showed a decline in production, reaching 2628

million cu. ft. in 1980. The Arab zone has not produced any

yield since 1980.

Table (16) indicates that the production of natural

gas fell in 1971 by 14.4 percent, or 6,227 million cu. ft.

to 37,080 million cu. ft. compared with 43,307 million

cu. ft. in 1970. This decrease was due to a nation-wide

strike by workers demanding their right to establish trade-

unions. By the same token, the fall in production in 1974

and in 1975 was due to political unrest in the country, par-

ticularly the dissolving of the National Assembly on August

23, 1975.

The Allocation of Natural Gas

Natural gas in Bahrain has been particularly valuable.

Enterprises needing large amounts of energy such as the Alu-

minum Smelter (ALBA) has been supplied with natural gas at

prices well below those on the international market. By

the same token, natural gas can also be used as low-cost

feedstock in the petrochemical industry, such as the new

- established Gulf Petrochemical Industry Company (GPIC).

In fact, cheap and abundant natural gas supplies make both

projects economically feasible.

Now, natural gas is used in refining oil, smelting alu-

minum, generating electricity and reinjection in the oil

field as part of enhanced recovery processes.
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Table (17), table (18) and figure (8) provides us a clear

picture about the pattern of natural gas allocation during

the period from 1970 to 1982.

Table (17) shows that the consumption of non-associated

natural gas has steadily declined since 1979. In other words,

since 1974 the volume of non-associated natural gas had

increased from 100,059 million cu. ft., to its peak in 1979

at 142, 147 million cu. ft. After 1979, the amount of non-

associated natural gas decreased until it reached 123,422

million cu. ft. in 1980, 122,976 million in 1981, and 130,507

million in 1982. As a result, since 1979 Banagas has pro-

cessed associated natural gas in order to balance the

declining amount of non-associated natural gas.

The allocation of natural gas during the period from

1970 to 1982 is reflected in table (18). ALBA had been the

largest consumer of natural gas during the period 1974-1979.

More specifically, table (19) indicates that ALBA utilized

about 50 percent of natural gas produced in 1974, 40 percent

in 1975, 39 percent in 1976, 35 percent in 1977, 32 percent

in 1978, and 30 percent in 1979. As reflected in figure

(8) in 1980, ALBA's share of non-associated natural gas had

experienced a significant drop after 1979. In terms of per-

centage, in 1980 Alba's share had dropped by 58 percent,

or 25,006 million cu. ft., to 18,066 million cu. ft. compared

with 43,072 million cu. ft. in 1979. By the same token,

"IMMIMM-IMU& i4rim. , I AWMMHOWA- . -- "I
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TABLE (17)

LOCAL CONSUMPT ION ON NON-ASSOCIATED NATURAL
GAS IN BAHRAIN, (1970 - 1982)

(in million of cubic feet)

Total Percentage change

43,307

37,080

64,888

82,716

100,059

101,546

107, 467

121,228

131,152

142,147

*123,422

*122,976

*130,5/07

-14.4 %

75.0 %

27.5 %

21.0 %

1.5 %

5.9 %

12.8 %

8.2 %

8.4 %

-13.2 %

-0.4 %

6.1 %

* Associated gas should be added to
consumption picture.

give the complete

Source: Cabinet Affairs - Directorate of Statistics,
Statistical Abstracts: 1982, 1981, 1980, 1977,
and 1976 (Bahrain).

Year

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

x.r w... ws+wa a.r .ier, .. n .. r. .. s. .,. . rir,. w .". ... w,.n . .. ....... +. ..... a..raw...w .... w .. r .w m. «.r.....,..o... .. .. r.. . .er r .w .rte ... ... rr+... e... er .. a.. . w M. .... .w. ... w... ... rs. . ..
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TABLE (18)

THE ALLOCAT ION OF NON-ASSOCIATED NATURAL
GAS, (1970 - 1982)

(in million of cubic feet)

Rein -
jected

30, 460

19,649

23,929

26,156

'30,307

28, 136

30,533

.37,765

.39, 436

40,463

40,915

46,468

46,586

Electr i-
city

7,464

10,292

12,616

16,167

21,134

28,898

33,192

36,115

38,714

BANAGAS

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

* Add 36,889 billion cubic feet of natural gas,
from Bahrain field to ALBA's consumption.

produced

Source: Cabinet Affairs, Directorate of Statistics,
Statistical Abstracts: 1982, 1981, 1980,
1977, and 1976 (Bahrain).

Year

5,460

26,969

37,783

40,880

40,870

41,833

42,096

42,047

43,072

18,066

11,403

* 15, 117

ALBA

6,793

6,253

7,920

12, 175

21,332

23,061

22,408

25,129

28,458

28,308

29,672

28,571

29,405

Ref in-
ery

1,322

1,507

419

590
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TABLE (19)

THE ALLOCATION OF NATURAL GAS IN
BAHRAIN. (1974 - 1982)

(Percentage)

Rein jec-
tion's
share %

30.3

27.0

28.0

31.0

30.0

:29. 0

33.0

38.0

35.7

96

{3

%6

96

96

%6

96

96

%6

Electr i-
city's
share %

7.5 %

10.0 %

12.0 %

13.0 %

16.0 %

20.0 %

27.0 %

29.3 %

29.7 %

BANAGAS' s
share %

1 .0 %
1.0 %
0.3 %
0.5 %

Year
ALBA's
share %

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Ref in-
ery' S
share %

21.3 %

23.0 %

21.0 %

21.0 %

22.0 %

20.0 %

24.0 %
23.2 %
22.5%

40.9

40.0

39.0

35.0

32.0

30.0

15.0

9.2

11.6
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ALBA's share of total consumption declined in 1980 to 15

percent, compared with 30 percent in 1979. However, in 1982

the company utilized 15,117 million cu. ft., which was 3,714

million or 32.4 percent higher than 1981 when 11,403 million

cu. ft. were consumed. On the other hand, in 1982 ALBA's

share was 11.6 percent of total consumption for the year.

However, this amount of non-associated natural gas comprised

only 29.9 percent of its total consumption, where as the

balance of 35.4 billion cu. ft. or 70.1 percent was residual

gas supplied by Banagas, bringing the total amount of natural

gas used by ALBA to 50.5 billion cu. ft. 1 27

The average increase in consumption for reinjection

in the period from 1975 to 1979 was about 10 percent.1 2 8

Figure (8) shows that, in 1980, consumption for well injec-

tion exceeded that of other sectors for the first time.

The distribution of non-associated natural gas for 1980 was:

33 percent of the total output was used for well-injection,

24 percent for refinery, 15 percent for ALBA, 27 percent

for electricity, and one percent for Banagas. In 1982, the

volume of natural gas consumed rose marginally by 0.25 per-

cent or 118 million cu. ft. to reach 46,586 million cu. ft.

compared with 46,468 million cu. ft. in 1981. On the other

hand, the consumption of natural gas for reinjection

1 2 7 Bahrain-Monetary-Agency,-Annual-Report- 1982,-p.-14.12 7Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual Report 1982, p. 14.

18Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual Report 1980, p. 12.
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represented, in 1982, 35.7 percent of the total output, that

is, 11.6 percent for ALBA, 22.5 percent for refinery, 29.7

percent for electricity, and 0.5 percent for Banagas.

In case of electricity, the consumption of non-

associated natural gas has increased steadily since 1974.

In 1980, the consumption of non--associated natural gas for

this purpose came second after well-injection; the allocation

was 27 percent of total output while 33 percent went for

reinjection, 24 percent for refinery, 15 percent for ALBA,

and one percent for Banagas. The increase in electricity

consumption reflects the high rate of demand for many new

economic and social projects. Consequently, the number of

consumers of electricity, both in individuals and establish-

ments, increased from 78,000 to 82,000.129 in other words,

installed capacity for electricity generators rose from 161

mega watt (mega = 106 watt) in 1975 to 533 mw at the end

of 1981, and during 1981 production was 1,584 million kwh.1 3 0

In 1982, the amount used for this purpose reached 38,714

million cu. ft., with an increase of 2,599 million cu. ft.

or 7.2 percent over the preceding year when 36,115 million

cu. ft. were used. By the same token, the share of natural

---------------------------------------------------

12 9 Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual Report 1980, p. 11.

130E. I. U., Quarterly Energy Review, Middle EAst,

1st Quarter 1982, p. 48.

- v -- -B
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gas for electricity was 29.7 percent of the total output,

while 35.7 percent went for injection, 22.5 percent for

refinery, 11.6 percent for ALBA and 0.5 percent for Banagas.

It is expected that over ten years, electricity will

consume even more natural gas as it is reflected in figure

(9). The change in the allocational patterns of natural

gas as predicted in figure (9) shows that the long term

trend in these natural gas allocations will favor the allo-

cations to the power generations against the allocations

to the Aluminum Smelting, Refining, field uses and other

uses. In 1981, the Italian-Pianti Company was awarded a

$49 million contract for a 5 million gallon/day desalination

plant and a 23 mw power station.131 In addition, a BD 58

million ($154 million) contract has been awarded to Brown

Boveri Company for construction of the 400 mw al-Rifah Power

Station. 132 On the other hand, the Electricity has the

largest single budget BD 219 million ($581 million) over

the period 1982-1985.133 Accordingly, the demand for

---------------------------------------------

131 E.I. U., Quarterly Energy Review, Middle East,

1st Quarter 1982, p. 48.

132 "Bahrain,' Middle East Economic Digest, (Special
Report) (London, September 198:2), p. 57.

13 3 "Bahrain,' Middle East Economic Digest, (Special
Report) (London, September 1983), p. 7.
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natural gas is scheduled to rise from the present level of

350 million cu. ft. per day of non-associated natural gas

to 500 million cu. ft.1 34  If this is to take place, the

Khuff reserves will last for only 47 years more.

A new Iron and Steel pelletization plant is scheduled

to receive natural gas before 1985. A local contractor has

already been awarded a $6.2 million contract to design,

supply, and lay a 13 km pipeline of ten 16-inch pipes from

Sitra Island to the project site south of the town of Hidd

near ASRY Shipyard. The project is run by the Arab Iron

and Steel Company and, according to that company, the gas

requirements of the pelletization plant will amount to an

average of 25 million cu. ft./day, peaking at 34 million

cu. ft./day.1 3 5

Exploration

Exploration for natural gas is still in its infancy,

not only in Bahrain but in all the Arab Gulf States. BANOCO,

after its formation in 1976, had laid out plans to discover

and develop gas-producing zones. As a result, the U.S.

Santa Fe Drilling Company, a subsidiary of the Kuwait

IE.I. U., Quarterly Energy Review, Middle East,
3rd Quarter, 1982, p. 26

13 5 E. I. U., Quarterly Energy Review, Middle East,
4th Quarter 1982, p. 26.

11
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Petroleum Company, has completed in early 1980s drilling

3 wells out of its 6 well-contract.136 Work is to be

completed by mid 1984, and could lead to the production of

substantial amounts of non-associated natural gas. In addi-

tion, France's Compaqnie Generele de Geophysique has a con-

tract to carry out a seismic survey on very deep structures

below the Khuff gas formation' 3 7  BANOCO officials believe

that a substantial amount of natural gas exists at some 5

to 6 thousand feet below the Khuff zone depth of 11,000 to

12,000 feet.

In conclusion, Bahrain government has to find other

means of generating electricity, which will be the single

largest consumer of natural gas in the long-run period, in

order to conserve natural gas which will last for approxi-

mately fifty years. Relating to this subject, studies on

Solar energy should be encouraged and financed by the govern-

ment as a source for future energy in Bahrain.

"3 6 "Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1983), p. 14.

13 7 "Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1982), p. 11.



CHAPTER V

THE GOVERNMENT POL ICY AND

DOWNSTREAM OPERAT IONS

The problem is not whether to invest or not
to invest; we must invest or give up. The problem
is one of good investments and good financing.

G. Demay1 3 9

The Refining Sector

Introduction: The Refining Process

The refinery is an installation that transforms crude

oil into a set of well-known products; typical refinery pro-

ducts are: gasoline, distillate fuels, asphalt and residual

fuel. The most basic processing step in any modern refinery

is the atmospheric-pressure distillation of crude oil through

a Distillation Tower. Figure (10) gives an approximate pic-

ture of the distillation process and shows the refinery's

different operations.

The refining process begins when the crude oil is first

pumped through a furnace where is heated to an approximate

temperature of 750 F and then charged to an atmospheric

distillation tower: the lighter products, such as

---------------------------------------------------

13 9Abderrahmane Megateli, Investments Policies of
National Oil Companies (New York, 1980), p. 161.

11 0
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Butane And Gas Processing
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Figure (10): Distilling crude and product disposition

Source: William L. Leffler, Petroleum Ref ining
(Tulsa, 1979), p. 23.
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Butane (C4H1 0 ), go to the gas plant for processing; the

straight run gasoline, which is often taken as the fraction

of crude oil boiling off in the range of 90-1200 F, goes to

gasoline blending; Nophta goes to the catalytic reforming

unit for processing; Kerosene goes to a hydrotreater for clean

up; light gas oil to distillate fuel blending; heavy gas

oil goes to the catalytic cracker as fuel; and straight run

residue is fed to the flasher unit.

The heavy fuels, including residue fuel oil, are re-

garded as the least desirable products of the distillation

process. Accordingly, their prices are significantly below

the prices of light and middle products. In fact, the dif-

ferent yields of products, i.e., light, middle and heavy,

depend on the composition of the crude oil refined, and each

field's crude oil has a different composition. 140 API

gravity, measured in degrees API, is used in the petroleum

industry as a rough measure of the composition of crude

oil, i.e., the density of crude oil. The formula for gravity

. 141
is:

API = 141.5 - 131.5
Specific Gravity

---------------------------------------------------------

1 4 0Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Issak, OPEC, the

Gulf and the World Petroleum Market. (London, 1983),
p. 67.

14 1Wiliiam L. Leffler, Petroleum Refining (Tulsa,
Oklahoma, 1979), p. 9.
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The specific gravity of any compound is equal to the

weight of the specific volume of that compound divided by

the weight of the same volume of water.1 4 2

Specific Gravity = Weight of the compound
Weight of the water

The higher the API gravity, the lighter the compound,

and vice versa. Table (20) shows the typical gravities of

different types of crude oil. For instance, the specific

gravity of heavy crude is 0.95 and its API gravity is 18,

while the specific gravity of lighter crude is 0.84 and its

API gravity is 36.

The High prices of light and middle products encourage

refiners to transform heavy fuel oil into lighter products.

Thus, several fuel-upgrading technologies are used, such

as catalytic cracking, which converts heavy oil into more

gasoline and lighter products; catalytic reforming, which

changes the nature and shape of molecules in order to increase

the Octane of gasoline rather than increasing its yeild;

Alkylation, which combines the light molecules to form high

Octane components for gasoline; and coking, which breaks

down heavy residual crudes into lighter hydrocarbons and

coke.143 On the other hand, upgrading processes make

14 2 Ibid.

'4 3Amoco Educational Services, "Petroleum Refining in
Brief", (Chicago, no date).
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TABLE (20)

TYPICAL GRAVITIES

Specific Gravity API Gravity

Heavy crude 0.95 18

Light crude 0.84 36

Gasoline 0.74 60

Asphalt 0.99 11

Source: William L. Leffler, Petroleum Refining (Tulsa,
Oklahoma, 1979), p. 10.
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total capital costs per unit of crude oil processed to final

products generally higher than those of refineries that pro-

duce just straight runs. Normally, refineries are divided

into three categories: topping plants, which are little

more than basic distillation units for crude oil; hydro-

skirning plants, which consist of distillation units, cata-

lytic hydrotreating units for removing impurities such as

sulfur, and catalytic reforming units; and cracking plants,

which include all of the units available in the previous

category plus one or more units for upgrading heavy fuels. 14

In terms of economics, refineries are regarded as

capital-intensive ventures with large fixed costs. It is

assumed that a refinery must be able to process 100,000 to

150,000 bbl/day before it has any economic importance.
1 4 5

Furthermore, a significant amount of capital is required

per barrel of oil processed. In general, the cost of a

refinery is broken down into four categories: capital costs,

which cover the basic cost of constructing a refinery plus the

basic infrastructure facilities; energy costs, which refer

to the fuel consumed, such as steam, or electricity; other

operating costs, which include payroll, maintenance,

-------- ------------------------------------------------

1 4 4Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC, the

Gulf, and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983), p. 71.

14 5 Ferdinand E. Banks, The Political Economy of Oil

(Massachusetts, 1980), p. 6.
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catalyst replacement, and administration; and transport

costs, which are the cost of moving the crude oil from the

oil field to the refinery and/or the cost of moving refined

products from the refinery to an importing terminal.1 4 6

Bahrain's Refinery

In November 1934, Standard Oil of California (SOCAL)

announced the establishment of a refinery on the eastern

part of the main island, Bahrain, opposite Sitra Island and

eight miles from the oil field. In fact, Bahrain's refinery

was built during the period when the establishment of refin-

eries in the producing countries was the general policy of

oil companies. In July 1935, the refinery went into oper-

ation. The end products of the refinery were pumped to

storage tanks on Sitra Island, and subsequently to deep water

loading terminals.

In the 1940's the original refinery was replaced by

a much larger and more modern unit built by the Bechtel

Corporation, the first Gulf project undertaken by this U.S.

Construction Company. 147 The Expansion consisted of: the

construction of a new crude distillation unit to process

around 33,500 barrels per day; the building of a reformer

14 6 Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC, the
Gulf and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983),
p. 71.

1 4 7 "Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special

Report) (London, September 1982), p. 11.

,,l -g
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to process an additional 700 barrels per day of aviation

gasoline and increase production of 80-Octane gasoline, navy

diesel oil, and navy special fuel oil; the establishment

of a 100-Octane unit in November 1944; and the addition of

an alkylation unit and catalytic cracking plant in March

and April of 1945. The cost of the project amounted to

$27,650,000 in June 1945.148 By the end of 1947, the re-

finery was processing crude oil at the rate of 145,000

bbl/day.

In 1949, the refinery received 120,000 bbl/day from Saudi

Arabia oil field because of the small yield of the Bahraini

oil field, 30,000 bbl/day in 1949. The crude oil from Saudi

Arabia was pumped through a 12-inch, 34 mile pipeline laid

down in March, 1945.149 The pipeline is under water for

around 23.6 miles, making it "the world's largest corrrnercial

submarine pipeline" at that time.150 In 1947, an additional

12-inch pipeline was added to the portion on the land, bring-

ing its total capacity to 126,000 bbl/day.1 5 1

148
Faroughy, Abbas, The Bahrain Islands (750-1951)

(New York, 1951), p. 44.

149 Ibid., p. 45.

150Ibid.

151 Ibid.

_ ..
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Table (21) shows the refined products of the Bahraini

and Saudi Arabian crude oil during the period 1953 to 1970.

Although the amount of oil from Saudi Arabia was greater

than that from Bahrain in the refinery's throughput, Bahrain

did not receive any royalties on Saudi oil until 1952, when

a royalty of 5.25 cents per barrel was collected on oil proces-

sing through the pipeline.152

Forty five years after the establishment of Bahrain's

refinery, the Bahraini government signed an agreement of

partial ownership with the American Petroleum Company lim-

ited, CALTEX, owner of Bahrain Petroleum Company limited

(BAPCO), which owns and runs the oil industry in Bahrain.

Under the Terms of the agreement, the government of Bahrain

bought 60 percent of the Refinery and paid $400 million to

BAPCO, limited, as compensation for that share. The compen-

sation amount was calculated on the basis of BAPCO's net

book value. The financing of this amount was carried out

largely by banks in Bahrain. Offshore Banking Units (OBUs)

financed a loan of $300 million for two years, and to be

paid in six installments; the signing of the loan took place

on September 3, 1980.153

------------------------------------------------------- -

152 M.G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and Political Change

Since the First World War (London, 1976), p. 73.

15 3Bahrain Monetary Agency Annual Report 1980, State
of Bahrain, p. 10.

5sj - PIPdRg" - i- - ' - M mp '
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TABLE (21)

REFINERY PRODUCTION, (1953 - 1970)
(U.S. barrels)

Bahrain
products refinedYear

Saudi Arabian
products refined

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

10,978,351

10,991,754

9,196,527

10,941,126

11,784,980

14,828,176

16,390,110

16,493,442

16,493,998

16,487,577

16,597,889

17,911,358

20,793,253

22,516,482

25,311,229

27,543,057

27,813,454

27,940,945

59,668,382

65,164,333

61,116,578

58,459,368

44,291,485

48,668,088

50,548,677

58,462,862

63,238,830

71,982,462

66,450,124

56,974,833

49,647,777

49,397,139

62,444,609

55,877,186

58,159,182

63,517,833

Source: M. G. Rumaihi, Bahrain, Social and
Political Change Since the First World
War (London, 1976), p. 74.

.... ,_._.,...,_ _... .. .. ,._. ... _.._.....,o.._,... ,. _...,..._... . _ .. .. _... .... .... ,..._..... ....... ._,..,.... , .. ,._.. .a.. .. ..... . .. A..
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The agreement also called for the establishment of a

new separate entity, BAPCO (B.S.C.), registered under the

laws of Bahrain. In fact, BAPCO (B.S.C.) is a joint venture

between the government of Bahrain and the U.S. Caltex Petro-

leum Company. The new company is considered a service com-

pany carrying out the production processing of the refined

oil. In other words, BAPCO (B.S.C.):

Is not a profit centre in the accepted sense,
in that we don't ourselves sell anything. We are
essentially a service organization producing re-
fined products at the lowest cost a barrel. We
have no profit statement, and we are viewed by 154
the two shareholders as a service organization.

Capital spending is provided by the government, while oper-

ating costs are paid by both parties in relation to their

respective equity shares.

Following this agreement, another agreement was signed

between Bahrain and Saudi Arabia which includes the supplying

of Bahrain with 100,000 bbl/day for three years at its offi-

cial price in addition to Bahrain's share of the Abu Safa

offshore field which is shared jointly.155 The three year

agreement is certain to be renewed. According to the

Ministry of Development and Industry, the Saudi crude oil

15 4"Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1981), p. 25.

15 5 l"Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report). (London, September 1980), p. 13.

« . _ ..
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deal cost $1,200 million per year,but the annual turnover

for this amount of investment was expected to be about

$13,250 million per year.156

Currently under development is a light Isomote produc-

tion (LIP) facility, which is regarded as the largest single

project since the completion of the desulfurization fuel

oil unit with a capacity of 50,000 bbl/day which was com-

pleted in 1973 at a cost of $60 million.157 The new LIP

plant, which will increase the output of distillates at the

expence of low-value fuel oil, is estimated to cost $36.5

million.158 However, the first attempt to comission the

plant in May 1983 resulted in failure when it caught fire;

two men died and one of the hydrogen desulfurizing units,

used to convert fuel oil into diesel, was damaged. Unfortu-

nately, this was the second fire which had resulted in

damaging a furnace in one of the hydrogen units; another

fire had occured in 1982. These accidents reduced the flexi-

bility of the refinery run in 1983.159

Ibid.

157"Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1981).

15 8 "Bahrain" Middle East Economic Digest (Special

Report) (London, September 1981), p. 25.

159"Bahrrain',' Middle East Economic Digest (Special

Report). (London, September 1983), p. 13.

x
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The second major project in the coming future is a pro-

posed plant for establishing a $1 billion heavy oil conver-

sion plant close to the refinery. This plan is now under

study by the Heavy Oil Conversion (HOCC), a joint venture be-

tween Bahrain (40 percent), Kuwait (30 percent), and Saudi

Arabia (30 percent). 1 6 0  Taking heavy oil from the three

countries' refineries, at the rate of 80,000 bbl/day, HOCC

intends to crack the feedstock in its new plant to produce

lighter distillates. The amount of the feedstock will be:

32,000 bbl/day from Bahrain, 24,000 bbl/day from Kuwait,

and 24,000 bbl/day from Saudi Arabia.161 For the conversion

process, HOCC's plant will utilize 70 million cu. ft./day

of natural gas. Recently, the C.E. Lunnus Company of the

U.S. was awarded a $0.4 million contract for the feasibility

study, and it has already identified thirty three possible

coking processes. The new system will cost approximately

$2,000 million.1 6 2

Today, Bahrain's refinery with a capacity of 250,000

bbl/day is considered a relatively sophisticated plant, com-

pared with the other refineries in the Arab Gulf States,

16 0 "Bahrain;' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1982), p. 12.

16 1"Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special

Report) (London, September 1983), p. 14.

162Ibid.
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with catalytic cracking and desulfurization units in opera-

tion. Table (22) shows the current and projected refining

capacities in the Arab Gulf States through 1986.

With respect to export refining, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia

are the most active countries in the Gulf region and in OPEC.

Both countries are making huge investments in building new

refineries, expanding the capacity of existing refineries,

and upgrading units. In Kuwait, there are three refineries

in operation: AI-Shuaiba, Mina Al-Hamadi, and Mina Abdulla.

Al-Shuaiba, built in 1965 with a capacity of 95,000 bbl/day,

is now regarded as the most sophisticated plant in the

region, with a capacity of 200,000 bbl/day. Mina AI-Ahmadi,

built in 1949 with a capacity of 25,000 bbl/day, and Mina

Abdullah, which was built in 1958 with capacity of 30,000,

are regarded as topping plants.163 The total capacity of

Kuwait's refining sector was 554,000 bbl/day in 1981, and

it is expected to increase to 766,000 bbl/day in 1986.

Saudi Arabia's refining sector consists of five refin-

eries in operation: Ras Tanura export refinery, owned by

ARAMCO, with a capacity of 585,000 bbl/day; Riyadh Refinery,

owned by Petromin, with a capacity of 120,000 bbl/day;

'6 3 Abdul - Allah Abu Ayash, The Prospects of Industrial
Development in the Arab Gulf States (Arabic)
(Kuwait, 1979Y, pp. 37-38.
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TABLE (22)

CURRENT AND PROJECTED REFINING CAPACITY
IN THE ARAB GULF STATES (1981 - 1986)

(Thousands of Barrels per
Calender day)

(+) (+)
Under Additional

1981 Construction Planned (=)1986

Kuwait

Qatar

Saudi Arabia(a)

U.A.E.

Bahrain

Onan

554

14

787

126

274

47

58

47

734

56

154

466

172

1,987

354

274

(a) Saudi Arabia includes Neutral Zone refining of 80 mb/cd.

Source: Fesharaki, Fereidun and Isaak, David, OPEC, The
Gulf, and the World Petroleum Market. (London,
1983), p. 89.

766

61

47
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Ras AI-Khafji, owned by Arabian Oil Limited Company, with

a capacity of about 18,500 bbl/day; Jeddah, owned by

Petromin, with a capacity of 96,000 bbl/day; and Saud Port,

owned by Getty Company, with a capacity of about 36,500

bbl/day.164 Riyadh is considered the most sophisticated of

these five refineries. New projects planned or under con-

struction are joint-venture projects: Jubail export refinery,

with a capacity of about 230,000 bbl/day at a cost of $1.4

billion; an outside - Yanbu export refinery, with a capacity

of 250,000 bbl/day; and Rabigh export refinery of 300,000

bbl/day at an estimated cost of $2.6 billion. The exception

is a Yanbu refinery which will be wholly owned by Petromin

(the Saudi National Oil Company) with a capacity of about

160,000 bbl/day.1 6 5 The total capacity of the refining sector

in Saudi Arabia was 787,000 bbl/day in 1981 and it is

expected to expand to about 1,987,000 bbl/day in 1986.

The United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.) refining secor con-

sists of U-nn Al-Nar, which was built in 1976, with a capacity

of 15,000 bbl/day, and a new refinery at Ruwais, which began

operation in 1981, with a capacity of 110,000 bbl/day.1 6 6

-------------------------------------------------------
16 4Guide to Petromin Enterprises, Saudi Arabia, 1982.

16 5 Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC, the

Gulf and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983), p. 94.

16 6Abdul-Allah Abu Ayash, The Prospects of Industrial

Development in the Arab Gulf States (Arabic).~(Kuwait, 1979),

p. 141, and Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC,
the Gulf and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983), p. 96.
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The total Capacity of U.A.E. was 126,000 bbl/day in 1981,

and it is expected to reach 354,000 bbl/day in 1986.

Qatar's refining sector is composed of a small refinery,

which was built in 1953 with a capacity of 600 bbl/day, and

Urn Saad, with a capacity of 6,200 bbl/day. A new refinery

is expected to be built with a capacity of 47,000 bbl/day.167

The total capacity of Qatar in 1981 was 14,000 bbl/day, with

a projected capacity of 61,000 bbl/day in 1986.

Onan's single refinery, Qaboos Port, recently started

operation in December 1982, with a capacity of 47,000

bbl/day1 6 8

Refinery Operations:

Import, Production, and Export

Refining capacity can be classified into four broad

categories. Captive refining, refers to the capacity under

which the nation has both the domestic oil production and

the domestic oil market. This type represents a self-

sufficient or protracted market. Domestic refining, refers

to the capacity under which a nation has a domestic market

but not the domestic oil production. Thus, import oil is

-------------------------------------------------------

1 67 Abdul-Allah Abu Ayash, The Prospects of Industrial

Development in the Arab Gulf States (Arabic) (Kuwait, 1979),

p. 108 and Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC,

the Gulf, and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983),

p. 96.

1 68A1-Yawm Newspaper (Arabic), Saudi Arabia, November 15,

1982.

1%01w. AW-AM4. d
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needed. The refiners will be at an advantage when there

is surplus oil on the world market. Export refining, refers

to the capacity under which a nation has the domestic oil

production but not the domestic market. The refiners will

be at an advantage during tight oil supplies on the world

market. Balance refining, refers to the capacity under which

a nation has neither the domestic oil production nor guaran-

teed access to a domestic market.1 6 9

Table (23) should clarify these concepts of refining

capacity; it shows the categorization of refining capacity

by region in 1979/1980. Venezuela, a member of OPEC, had

the largest export refining capacity in the world 1,069.8

thousand bbl/day. In the Arab Gulf States, Kuwait had an

export refining capacity of 451.0 thousand bbl/day and cap-

tive refining capacity of 154 thousand bbl/day. By the same

token, Saudi Arabia had an export refining capacity of 275.0

thousand bbl/day, and captive refining capacity of 415.0

thousand bbl/day. However, Saudi Arabia is expected to over-

come Kuwait in export refining capacity in the future.

Bahrain's single refinery has now a refining capacity

of 250,000 bbl/day. In fact, Bahrain's refinery is the only

refinery in the Gulf region that can be called a typical

example of balance refining. It imports crude oil from Saudi

16 9 Fereidun Fesharaki and David I. Isaak, OPEC, the
Gulf, and the World Petroleum Market (London, 1983),
p. 76.

.
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Arabia, refines it in Bahrain, and exports it to the world

market.

Import

Table (24) shows the flow of crude oil to the refinery

from Bahrain's oil field (a) from the Saudi oil field (b),

during the period from 1970 to 1982. Bahrain's share of

the total oil run to the refinery is small in relation to

Saudi Arabia's, i.e., in 1970 Bahrain's share was 31 percent

of the total crude oil, while Saudi Arabia's was 69 percent.

Moreover, Bahrain's share had decreased from 1970 to 1980

as reflected in figure (11). In other words, Bahrain's

share, in 1971, was 27,392 thousand bbl/day or 29 percent

of the total crude oil run, while in 1981 Bahrain's share

was 16,902 thousand bbl/day or 18 percent of the total crude

oil. As a result, the figure (11) shows that the Saudi share

had increased through the same period, i.e., in 1971 the

Saudi's share was 65,943 thousand bbl/day or 71 percent of

total crude oil run, and in 1981 the amount of Saudi crude

reached 70,360 thousand bbl/day or 80 percent of total crude

oil run. However, the import of crude oil in 1981 decreased

by 2,449 thousand bbl/day or 3 percent to reach 70,360

thousand bbl/day, compared with 72,809 thousand bbl/day in

1979.
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TABLE (24)

CRUDE OIL RUN TO REF INERY
(in thousand U.S. Barrels)

Bahrain crude oil
run to Refinery

Barrels Percentage

27,941

27,392

25,567

24,882

24,586

22,113

21,212

21,237

20,238

18,836

17,610

16,902

16,039

31 %

29 %

30 %

24 %

27 %

31 %

27 %

22 %

23 %

21 %

20 %

18 96

23 %

Saudi Arabia Crud
Oil

Barrels Percentage Total

63,518

65,943

60,309

64,744

64, 521

49,901

58,795

73,233

68,969

72,809

70,360

77,364

54,868

69 %

71 %

70 %

76 %

73 %

69 %

73 %

78 %

77 96

79 %

80 %

82 %

77 %

91,459

93,335

89,626

85,876

89, 107

72,014

80,007

94,470

89,207

91,645

87,970

94,266

90,907

Source: Statistical Abstract: 1979, 1980 and 1982,
Cabinet Affairs, Directorate of Statistics,
State of Bahrain.

Year

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982
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Figure (11): The pattern of crude oil run to the Refinery
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Although, the amount of crude oil imports in 1980 was

less than in 1979, the value of crude oil imports in 1980

was BD 750 million, higher than that of 1979 because of the

increase in international oil prices. In 1982 crude oil

imports decreased as well, by 29 percent or 22,496 thousand

bbl/day, to reach 54,868 thousand bbl/day compared with

77,364 thousand for 1981. In money terms, the value of oil

imports decreased from BD 935.1 million in 1981 to BD 693.9

million in 1982. The decline was due to lower intake of the

refinery as it operated below its normal capacity. Conse-

quently, production fell to 197,392 bbl/day and the Saudi

Arabia - Bahrain (A/B) pipelines closed temporarily.1 7 0

Economically, it was unprofitable to buy Saudi crude for

$34 a barrel which was higher than free market prices. In

addition, the lower refining through-put resulted in a sharp

rise in average production costs. However, OPEC's decision

to cut prices by $5 a barrel restored order; A/B pipelines

were reopened, and 200,000 bbl/day were pumped to Bahrain's

refinery in July and August 1983.171

1 70 "Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1983), p. 13.

17 1 Ibid.

- - - ., . 4. - 1F =' . "da %5s osnF ., _ :fi x _ _ _ " _ - -roa.-va, a,. m .+'m '^.,a% a+YS_.m
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Product ion

Table (25) shows the production of Bahrain's refinery

during the period from 1970 to 1982. The normal petroleum

products of Bahrain's refinery are: Naptha, Gasoline, Kero-

sene, Aviation, Fuel, Diesel fuel, Fuel oil, Asphalt, Gas

oil, and liquid petroleum gases (L.P.G.). Fuel oil normally

makes up the largest part of the run, i.e., it accounted

between 43 percent and 28 percent from 1971 to 1982.

However, the volume of fuel oil output is determined by the

amount of crude oil passing through. BAPCO's Deputy Managing

Director, Eric Melbourne explains:

A lower crude run produces a larger product
portion of diesel and gas oil, normally more re-
venue - earning, and a 1jiher run gives a larger
proportion of fuel oil.

The second largest amount of refined products, since

1975, has been gas oil, i.e., the share of gas oil of the

total products was 24 percent in 1980, 25 percent in 1981,

and 27 percent in 1982. Aviation fuel came third, i.e.,

16 percent in 1980 and 14 percent in 1981. However, gasoline

had shown an increase through the period: from 10 percent

in 1973 to 14 percent in 1982. In 1982, declining crude

oil imports resulted in decreasing production by 22,923 thou-

sand barrels, or 24 percent, to 70,834 thousand barrels

compared with 93,757 thousand barrels in 1981.

172 "Bahrain;' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1983), pp. 13-14.
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TABLE (25)

REFINERY OUTPUT (1971 - 1972)
(in thousand U.S. Barrels)

Product
Manufactured 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Naphtha

Gasoline

Kerosene

(Aviation
fuel)

Diesel

Fuel oil

Asphalt

LPG

Gas oil

(Heady lub
Dist)

Other

Total

5,559 6,070

1,139

15,634

19,265

38,739

186

1,165

8,268

950

15,033

20,400

35,453

320

7,652

8,598

1,528

11,839

5,477

35,872

356

14,227

706

10,070

9,733

3,681

5,488

9,617

3,265

7,310 8,515

6,600 3,487

37,877 28,074

261 548

- 190

11,684 16,246

666 526 71 344

7,335

89,956 85,561 86,253 87,882 76,364 77,750 92,962

7,919

9,520

5,361

7,833

3,458

26,476

839

255

16,017

9,062

9,829

3,265

11,743

3,226

33,687

1,084

377

20,346

-

, 5 : f ' ,mo w. - , r+w,. =,. ., ,
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TABLE (25)

REFINERY OUTPUT (1971 - 1982)
(in thousand U.S. Barrels)

Product
Manufactured 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Naphtha 9,192 10,739 10,819 10,186 7,886

Gasoline 11,099 9,249 8,886 11,173 10,067

Kerosene 913 868 549 2,618 2,674

Aviation fuel 11,757 11,803 13,843 13,456 8,342

Diesel 2,809 3,477 3,252 2,016 310

Fuel oil 29,374 30,796 27,123 28,648 19,889

Asphalt 1,308 1,379 2,003 2,155 1,702

LPG 438 485 575 274 303

Gas oil 21,068 20,226 20,643 23,254 19,205

Heady lub Dist. 380 130 48 (23) 364

Other - 21 - - 92

Total 88,338 89,173 87,740 93,757 70,834

Source: Statistical Abstract: 1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982,
Directorate of Statistics, State of Bahrain.
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Export

The economics of transporting refined products, in con-

trast with crude oil, makes the Gulf markets the most desir-

able for Bahrain's refinery. In fact, the refinery, func-

tioning as a balance refining project, found an easy market

for its refined products in the Gulf region during the 1970s,

when the economics of the region were in exporting crude

oil, leaving the business of local refined products rela-

tively small.

However, Bahrain's refinery will have to solve problems

of marketing of petroleum products which will arise in the

future. In 1982, export went mainly to the United Arab

Emirates followed by Singapore and Japan, accounting for

11,648 thousand barrels, 11,489 thousand barrels, and 4,719

thousand barrels respectively.1 '3  However, the United Arab

Emirates is about to become self sufficient. The refining

sector of the U.A.E. now has the capacity: Ruwais refinery

has a capacity of 12,000 bbl/day and Um al-Nar refinery of

75,000 bbl/day. Saudi Arabia will produce a massive amount

of refined oil by 1985/1986, and Qatar and Kuwait will follow

suit. Therefore, Bahrain's refinery must plan to streamline

its marketing sector for the future. However, the new

----------------------------------------------

1 7 3Bahrain Monetary Agency Annual Report 1982 (Bahrain,
1982), p. 12.
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strategy of BAPCO (B. S.C.) cal led after a visit from CALTEX
off icials in Surner 1983 for a program of staff reduction

by 25 percent over the next few decades. In fact, the pay-

roll had already dropped from 4,628 in 1981 to 4,100 in 1983.

The proposed irrmediate cut assumed to be around 1,000

workers. 17

In conclusion, Bahrain's refinery has two major

intrinsic problems: oil importing and oil marketing. Al-

though, oil importing is not a major question for as long

as the existing special relationship between Bahrain and

Saudi Arabia is sustained, oil marketing will be the deter-

mining factor in the economic feasibility of the refinery's

operations. Fuel-upgrading processes, the current policy

of Bahrain's government, is a temporary solution until the

new refineries in the Arab Gulf States begin to operate by

1990. The only permanent and viable solution to this dilerrnma

is not to plan for staff reduction but to enhance regional

cooperation and coordination within the Arab Gulf States

in vertical and downstream operations.

1 7 4 "Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1983), p. 14.
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Associated Natural Gas Plant

The Bahrain oil-field procuces approximately 110 million

cu. ft. per day of rich associated gas which had been flared

uselessly into the atmosphere for more than 40 years. In

1977, BANOCO directed a feasibility study of recovering these asso-

ciated gases. The study indicated that it was economically

and technically possible to utilize the "wasted" gas in order

to produce marketable liquid petroleum gasses (LPG).

In march 1979, BANOCO succeeded in establishing the

Bahrain National Gas Company (BANAGAS).

As shareholders of the company, BANOCO owns 75 percent

of the equity, the Saudi Arabia - based Arab Petroleum Invest-

ment Corporation (APIRORP) holds 12.5 percent, and U.S.

CALTEX Petroleum Company owns 12.5 percent.1 7 5

The associated gas plant was officially inaugurated

in December 1979. On March 4, 1980, the first shipment of

Butane was made: the Japanese vessel "Yuyo Mara" carried

out a load of 5,000 metric tons, followed by another Japanese

vessel "Toyoso" taking on 7,400 metric tons on April 3,

1980.176

----------------------------

175The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), Annual

Review 1979, p. 16.

17 6 Bahrain National Gas Company (BANAGAS), Annual Review
1980, p. 4.
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The Associated Natural Gas
Plant's Operations

The construction of the Banagas plant was carried out

by a Japanese company, Japan Gasoline Corporation of

Tokyo.17 7 The plant was completed two months ahead of sche-

dule, and feed gas was pumped to the plant before the end

of 1979. The plant's capacity was designed for 110 million

cu. ft. per day of associated natural gas for the production

of propane, butane, and naphta.

Banagas has three main areas of operation: gas

gathering and compression, processing, and storage and ship-

ping.

There are four stations located in the oil field to

collect and compress associated natural gas from 16 field

manifolds from a pressure of 20 psi to about 400 psi. Then,

the gas is dehydrated and pumped to the central gas proces-

sing plant at Jabal Dukhan area, where it undergoes two major

processes. First, the valuable components of the associated

gases are absorbed through a pressure of around 400 psi and

a temperature of about - 30 F. Consequently, the methane

(CH4 ) and ethane (C2H6 ) are isolated and directed for power

generation or used as petrochemical feedstock. The propane

17 7The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), Annual

Review 1979, p. 18

-- . .
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(C3H8 ) and heavier products are sent for fractionation, where

they are distilled into propane (C3H8 ), butane (C4 H1 0) and

naptha. The naptha is sent to ALBA, while the propane (C3H8 )

and butane (C4H10 ) are pumped under pressure to a refrigera-

tion unit and:, then, to separate storage tanks of 200,000

each in Sitra Island. The propane is stored at a temperature

of 23 F so that they can be handled as liquids. A designed

line leading from the storage tanks to the Jetty can load

160,000 barrels of propane and butane in 16 hours.1 7 8

In December 1979, 15,000 barrels of propane liquid was

imported from Kuwait to be inventory of the propane storage

tank. However, 2,000 barrels of that amount was routed into

the central gas plant as an initial charge for the refriger-

ation system.

The process operations of the associated gas plant con-

tinue round the clock, on a 24 hour work cycle.

The Economic Assessment

of BANAGAS

BANAGAS had its first full year of operation in 1980.

Table (26) shows BANAGAS production and projected production

during the period from 1980 to 1984. The net production

of the first year was 3,975 bbl/day of LPG and 2,570 bbl/day

178Ibid.
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TABLE (26)

BANAGAS PRODUCTION
(1980 - 1984)

1981 1982 1983* 1984**

Feed Gas (cu.ft/d)

L.P.G. 3,975
(bbl/d)

123 mi. 124 mi. 125 mi.

5,265
(bbl/d)

Propane (barrels)
Butane

Naptha (barrels)

989,000
818,000

2,570 3,155
(bbl/d) (bbl/d)

1,006,000 1,011,000
846,000 813,000

1,141,000 1,207,000 1,203,000

* Projection based on

** Projection.

Source: "Bahrain" MEED
September 1983),
(Special Report)

first seven months.

(Special Report), (London,
p. 16, "Bahrain;'. MEED
(London, September 1981).

1980
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of naptha. In 1981, net production had increased to 5,265

bbl/day of LPG and 3,155 bbl/day of naptha. In 1982, BANAGAS

was able to recover 989,000 barrels of propane, 818,000 bar-

rels of butane, and 1,141,000 barrels of naptha. The propor-

tions of propane, butane, and naptha are projected to

increase in 1983 and 1984 in relation to the increase of

the feed gas.

However, the plant's life is tied to the availability

of the country's dwindling reserves of crude oil. The rate

of decline in production is around 5.5 percent per annum.

However, the oil is expected to last for an additional 30

years if enhanced recovery methods are used. Furthermore,

after this period, BANAGAS may utilize some of the flared

associated natural gas of Saudi Arabia or Qatar. These two

countries have plentiful associated natural gas reserves

that they will not be able to utilize fully. This is one

way of enhancing regional cooperation in the oil industry

and, at the same time, prolonging the life of BANAGAS.

Marketing the LPG of BANAGAS has been carried out by

U.S. CALTEX Petroleum Company which has a share of 12.5 per-

cent of the equity; a marketing agreement was signed between

BANOCO, the sponsor of BANAGAS, and CALTEX in November

1978.180 LPG has been directed mainly to the markets of Japan

------------------------------------------------

17 9 Ibid., p. 17.

180The Bahrain National Oil Company (BANOCO), Annual

Review 1978, p. 8.
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with smaller amounts sent to India, Italy and Turkey. Naptha,

on the other hand, has been delivered to the Aluminum Bahrain

Smelter (ALBA). In fact, the creation of BANAGAS has been

a great help in the conservation of natural gas in Bahrain.

ALBA had been the largest consumer of natural gas in the

country from 1 9 72 to 1979. When BANAGAS started operation

in 1980, it produced approximately 75 percent of ALBA's fuel,

thus conserving the equivalent amount of approximately 21

billion cu. fit. per year of the Khuff - non-associated

natural gas. More specifically, in 1974, ALBA consumed

40,880 million cu. ft. which was euivalent to 50 percent

of the total non-associated natural gas produced in that

year. After the establishment of BANAGAS, ALBA consumed

15,117 million cu. ft. or 11.6 percent of total production

of non-associated natural gas for the year, and 35.4 billion

cu. ft. of residual gas supplied by BANAGAS. In other words,

BANAGAS provided ALBA with 70.1 percent of the required gas,

and saved the equivalent amount of non-associated natural

gas.

BANAGAS made a profit of BD 12.5 million or $33 million

in 1980, and 3D 26.7 million in 1981. The 1981 profits was

used to "write off pre-operating expenses of $9.7 million

and to make early loan payments". Furthermore, the

18 1"Bahrain' Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1981).

,: _ _
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$95 million initial cost of the LPG plant was paid-back 18

months after the corrmissioning of the project. In short,

the establishment of BANAGAS was the best decision the

country has made in its oil sector.

Gulf Petrochemical Industries

The petrochemical industry represents that part of the

chemical industry which specializes in producing chemical

products from raw materials of petroleum origin. Categor-

ically, there are three levels of manufacture in the

industry: basic petrochemicals, such as Ethylene and

methanol; intermediate petrochemicals, and final petro-

chemical products such as plastics, synthetic rubber, and

synthetic fiber.

The development of the petrochemical industry began

in the U.S., and up to 1950, the U.S. dominated this field.

In the 1950's, however, Europe went into the petrochemical

business, and Japan followed in the 1960's. By the 1970's,

the OPEC countries particularly the Arab Gulf States, has

become involved in petrochemical manufacture. 18 2

18 2A. L. Waddams, Chemicals from Petroleum (London,

1980), pp. 6-11.
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The Establishment of the Gulf

Petrochemical Industries

Company

In 1977, Bahraini officials approached Kuwait's Petro-

chemical Industries Company (PIC) with an idea to establish

a joint petrochemical venture in Bahrain. Consequently,

a letter of understanding was signed between both parties,

and BANOCO and PIC conducted a feasibility study through

the Dutch Company, King Wikinson.1 8 3 The study, completed

in August 1979, revealed that the expected yield profits

would exceed 20 percent. Thus, on September 23, 1979, Kuwait

and Bahrain signed an agreement establishing a joint petro-

chemical company: the Bahrain-Kuwait Petrochemical Indus-

tries Company, with an authorized capital of BD 56

million. Under the terms of the agreement, two plants

would be build in Sitra, at an estimated cost of BD 140

million ($360 million) in order to produce 1,000 tons per

day of arrmonia and 1,000 tons per day of methanol, all for

export. The production of amonia and methanol is based on

Bahraini natural gas.

1 8 3 "BahrainV Middle. East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1982), p. 16.

18 4 The Bahrain National Oil Company, Annual Review 1979,
p. 20.
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Later, Saudi Arabia entered into the Partnership, an-d

so in July 1980, the former Kuwaiti-Bahraini Petrochemical

Industries Company was renamed; the Gulf Petrochemical Indus-

tries Company (GPIC), with an authorized capital of BD 60

million ($159 million) equally divided between the Bahrain

government, PIC of Kuwait and Saudi Basic Industries Corpora-

tion (SABIC).1 8 5

In 1980, the first stage of the project was completed:

the preparation of the site, the acquisition of materials,

and reclamation operations. In addition, Van Oard of the

Netherlands has been awarded the dredging and reclamation

contract, Friedrich Uhde of West Germany will supply process

technology, and the methanol process will be licensed by

Britain's Imperial Chemical Industries. The Italian con-

tractor Snamprogetti was awarded the task of constructing

the petrochemical plant which is due to be finished in

November 1984.186 The production of 1,000 tons per day of

both amnonia and methanol is expected to start in June 1985.

The total cost of the petrochemical complex, $400

million, was financed through a $300 million long-term loan

for GPIC. Later, however, one of the participating banks

----------------------------------------------------------

1 8 5 "Bahrain,'. Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report), (London, September 1982), p. 19

18 6 Ibid.

, ;:
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withdrew from the deal, because the new company (GPIC) had

entered into financial negotiation with the major contractor,

Snamprogetti, prior to finalizing its relationship with its

own bankers, and GPIC had neglected to develop any firm long-

term marketing strategy.'8 7

As a result of this situation, a new arrangement for

financing the project was made, with Arab banks subscribing

87.1 percent of the loan, compared with a projected 75 per-

cent. The five underwriting lead managers for the loan were

the Gulf International Bank (the agent), the National Bank

of Bahrain, the Kuwait Foreign Trading, Contracting and Invest-

ment Corporation, the Arab Petroleum Investment Corporation,

and the Arab Banking Corporation.

The Economic Assessment of GPIC

The production of amnonia and methanol depends largely

on the availability of natural gas in Bahrain. Before

entering into any discussion of the economic feasibility

of GPIC, one must look first at the downstream processing

of ammonia and methanol in order to clearify their economic

advantages.

18 7 The Middle East, February 1983, p. 35.

188Ibid.

.
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Armonia results from the following two chemical reac-

tions, under specified temperature, atmospheric pressure,

and adequate catalysts:189

CH4 + H2 0 - GCO + 3H2  (1)

N2 + 3H2 .3 (2)

The world demand for anonia will increase in the forseeable

future because of its importance in food production. Thus,

arrmonia represents the largest scale of production of any

chemical made from petroleum. However, amonia is expensive

to transport. Hence, most annonia produced is transformed

into Urea, as easily transportable solid. In fact, Urea

results from the following chemical reactions, under speci-

fied temperature, atmospheric pressure, and with adequate

catalyst:190

2NH3 + CO2  -NH 4 CO2 NH2

anonium carbonate

NH4 CO2 NH2  NH 2 CO NH2 + H2 0

Urea

189
A. L. Waddams, Chemicals from Petroleum (London, 1980),

p. 224.

I9 0 Lbid., p. 235.
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Urea is widely demanded, for instance, in the mid 1970's

the world demand for Urea exceeded 25 million tons per

year.191

Methanol (Methyl alcohol) results from three chemical

reactions, under specified temperature, atmospheric pressure

and adequate catalyst: 19 2

CH 4 + H 2 0- >,CO + 3H 2  (1)

CO + 2H2 -- Q'l3 OH (2)

CO2 + 3H 2 - ;P CH3 OH + H2 0

Methanol

Methanol is condensed out of the reaction and trans-

ported in the form of a liquid. In fact, methanol is an

easily transportable product; it is easier to transport than

natural gas. Methanol is the key element in the production

of formaldehyde, acetic acid and solvents. In addition,

it is used to make resins and glues for building materials,

acetate fibers for clothing and other fabrics, glues, paint

and pharmaceuticals.1 9 3 It is also considered a potential

substitute for automobile fuel. As a result, world demand

is expected to rise:

---------------------------------------------------
19 1 Ibid., p. 236.

1 9 2 1bid., P. 238.

19 3 Saudi Report, July 16, 1984.

,..
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By 1985, in addition to the development of
chemical uses of methyl alcohol to the extent
of a world total of 17 million tonnes, there could
be an additional demand amounting to 35 million
tonnes for these new uses. Such developments
would certainly need to be based on large new
low cost methyl alcohol plants uj Rg natural gas
feedstock liable to go to waste.

In Bahrain, the production of methanol and arrnonia

depends mainly on utilizing the natural gas reserves of

Bahrain which are estimated at around 9 trillion cu. ft.

Even after the depletion of Bahrain's natural gas, however,

GPIC will have no problem in obtaining natural gas from Saudi

Arabia or Qatar. Kuwait will not help in this case, because

it has already experienced shortages in acquiring natural

gas. However, Qatar has a huge potential reserve of natural

gas which can be helpful for Bahrain, but this requires

solving the political tensions between both countries.

As a second in this economic analysis of GPIC, one must

discuss the production of methanol and ammonia in relation

to world cost. The Qatar-based Gulf Organization for Indus-

trial Consulting (GOIC) calculated the production costs of

anronia and methanol in the Arab Gulf States as compared

to costs in the U.S. Table (27) and Table (28) show the

results. The production cost of amonia in the Arab Gulf

States is 42 percent of the U.S. cost, and that of methanol

is 30 percent of the U.S. cost. The reason for this is the

A. L. Waddams, Chemicals from Petroleum, (London,
1980), p. 242.

-
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TABLE (27)

PRODUCTION COST ANALYSIS -
AMMONIA (430,000 mt/y from

Natural (Gas

U.S.A. Gulf

Fuel /MVIBTU

Location Factor

Production Cost (CKg)

Raw Material

Utilities

Other direct cost

Overheads and taxes

Depreciation

$ 4.00

1.00

7.60

5.50

0.93

0.84

2.03

$16.9

$ 0.25

1.25

%0

44

33

6

5

12

0.58

1.63

1.27

1.06

2.53

$ 7.07

8

23

18

15

36

(Gulf 42% of U.S.A.)

Source: GOIC, Construction, Production and Distribution
Costs of Petrochemical Projects, 1979.

..
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TABLE (28)

PRODUCT ION COST ANALYS I S - METHANOL
(320,000 mt/y from Natural Gas)

U.S.A.

Fuel /NBTU

Location factor

Production Cost (/Kg)

Raw Material

UtiIties

Other direct costs

Overheads and taxes

Depreciation

Gulf

$ 0.25

1.25

$ 4.0

1.0

8.52

7.16

0.55

0.62

1.68

%6

46

39

3

3

9

0.67

1.14

0.98

0.76

2.09

$ 18.53 $ 5.64

(Gulf 30% of U.S.A.)

Source: GOIC, Construction, Production and Distribution Costs

of Petrochemical Projects, 1979.

12

20

17

13

38
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availability of feedstock in the Gulf at low prices, while

the availability of capital in the Arab Gulf States is yet

another incentive for creating petrochemical industries in

their territories. Therefore the production cost analysis

of GOIC gives the Arab Gulf States comparative advantages

in directing their investment toward petrochemical products

with an intensive energy content.

As for marketing, the world average annual growth in

the demand for ammonia will be around 4.4 percent per year

up to 1994/1995.195 By the same token, demand for methanol

is projected to grow at a compound rate of 4.8 percent from

1979 to 1990.196 Moreover, new uses for methanol are

expected to increase demand even more.

However, GPIC has neglected to develop any long-term

marketing strategy; this was the main reason for one major

bank to refuse to finance the project. Clearly, GPIC should

develop such a strategy in order to avoid unpredictable prob-

lems in marketing the products at a profitable rate. Another

irrmediate major issue that GPIC must settle is the problem

of competition with the other Arab Gulf States. Table (29)

---------------------------------------------------------
195AliAbdul Rahman Al-Khalaf,"Comparative Economics

of Basic Industries in the Arabian Gulf Region)' OAPEC Bulletin,

July 1981.

1961bid.
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shows the petrochemical projects for basic and intermediate

products in the Gulf region. Saudi Arabia is already running

a methanol project of 600 thousand tons per year at Jubail

(4), and Jubail (5), with a capacity of 650 thousand tons

per year will start production in 1985. Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi

Arabia and the U.A.E. are all producing amonia as well.

The only way out of the problem of competition is close

planning and coordination among the Arab Gulf States.

"40"Mcgo i - I , - -,-T - -! 6 .........
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CHAPTER VI

THE ROLE OF OIL IN ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

Because of the fact that Bahrain is located in the

of the Gulf and the availability of Business ser-

vices such as transportation, telecommunications
and banking, it becomes an attractive place for

a variety of ventures. Furthermore, the abundant
natural gas, the skilled labor force and other
customs exemptions has enhanced the position of

Bahrain as center for Foreign Companies' activities.

Yousuf Al-Shirawi, The Minister of Devel-

opment and Industry in Bahrain. Industrial
Cooperation in the Arabian Gulf (Arabic),
(Doha, Qatar), May 1, 1981.

To evaluate the role of the oil sector is the Bahraini

economy, one must analyze the different contributions which

emanate from the oil sector. In fact, each contribution

represents an economic variable contributing to the growth

and development of the economy as a whole. As a matter of

fact, these contributions are originating mainly with the

export of oil followed by the subsequent imports of food,

machines, and other materials. In other wards, the economy

of Bahrain is dependent to a large extent on income from

foreign trade and with special emphasis on exporting oil and

156
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importing capital and consumer goods. By the same token,

this argument is applicable with some modifications to the

other Arab Gulf States. In economic terms, the economy of

Bahrain is regarded as a very small open economy.

However, the economic analysis of any open economy requires

the extension of the traditional Keynesian identities.

the original Keynesian identities describe the closed economy

as follows:

Y = C + I (1)

Y = C + S (2)

I = S (3)

Y relates to "national output", "national income", and

"national expenditure", C is consumption, I is investment,

and S is saving. The relation (1) is identity because it

includes ex post (actual) values of consumption, investment,

saving rather than ex ante (planned) values.

The introduction of foreign trade into the original

Keynesian model will change the identity (1) as follows:

Y = C + I + G + (X - M) (4)

G relates to government spending, X is the exports of goods

and services-expenditure by foreigners on home goods-and M

is the imports of goods and services-expenditure of

nationals in other countries. This relation (4) is the
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revised form of the national income identity and includes

net exports (X - M) as an element of demand for domestic

goods. Furthermore, the relation (4) can not implies that

I = S as in the closed economy. S = I is taking place only

when E = M or the balance of payments on current account is

in balance.

The relation (4) can be restated as follows:

E = I + C + G (5)

Y = E + (X - M) (6)

Therefore, Y - E = (X - :M) (7)

E is defined as the total spending by domestic residents and

the government. The relation (7) states that net exports

(X - M) appear as identically equal to the excess of

national income over aggregate spending by domestic

residents and the government.

In open economies and particularly small open

economies, like Bahraini economy, nearly all increase in

income is related to an increase in exports. In addition,

multiplier analysis in small open economies is different

from the closed economy. For instance, in the closed

economy, a rise in the proportion of income saved, as income

increases, by decreasing the consumption will lower the

level of national income. However, in the open economy, an

increase in the proportion of income spent on imports, as
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income grows, will reduce the level of national income.

Therefore, the proponsities to save and consume in small

open economies are not sufficient to explain all the changes

in the level of national income. Thus, it is not far from

truth to say that the income spent on imported consumer

goods, despite that the nation is better off, will generate

no multiplier's impact within the economy like that occuring

if this amount of income was spent in the domestic market.

After analyzing the importance of foreign trade in small

open economies, we will determine in the rest of this

chapter the importance of oil export in the Bahraini

economy. This will be done through investigating the impact

of oil revenues in three basic categories: fiscal policy,

Gross domestic product (GDP) , and balance of payments.

Fiscal Policy

Fiscal policy is regarded as the tool that controls the

flow of income betwen participants in the economic system.

As far as oil is concerned, there are two types of income

transfer: the first is from the oil sector to the

government by royalty payments, and recently by the

government direct and indirect sale-mainly through U. S.

CALTEX Petroleum Company - of crude oil, liquefied petroleum

gas (LPG) and refined products; the second is from the

government to the whole economy through current and capital

expenditure.

"!'¬Y!n.._.;; -- v .?. d - -- :._n. to t::_, ;.j. - swi.. r-h-. V FH'.4:. 11 OPINIONS
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Table (30) provides a picture of the income received by

the government from the oil sector (a), and received from

the non-oil sector (b). Income from the oil sector includes

net revenues from crude oil sales, gas revenues, and duties

and taxes on oil. Non-oil income includes government

customs and fees, income from public services, and loans.

After 1970, oil production and oil income as well began

to decline, that is, the total oil revenues in 1972 and 1973

were 3D 26 million and BD 29.9 million respectively.

However, the period after 1973/1974 saw a tremendous

increase in oil revenues in spite of the falling rate of oil

output, due to the general increase in oil prices - given

inelastic world demand- and the increase in the payment per

exported barrel to the governments of the oil producing

countries. Thus, oil income rose in 1974 by 246 percent or

BD 74.4 million to BD 103.4 million, compared with BD 29.9

million in 1973; by the same token oil income in 1975 rose

by 267 percent or BD 79.7 million to BD 109.6 million. The

total oil income shares in the budgets of 1974 and 1975 were

83 percent and 82 percent respectively.

In 1976, total income - which includes the oil sector,

non-oil sector, and grants - increased by 43 percent to

reach BD 191.1 million, compared with BD 133.3 million in

the previous year. This income increase was attributed to

approximately equal increases in the oil sector and non-oil

sector: 42 percent in the oil sector and 45 percent in the
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TABLE (30)

BAHRAIN: GOVERNMENT'S REVENUES, (1972 - 1982)

(BD million)

Oil
revenueYear

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

26.0

29.9

103.4

109.6

155 .9

.150.0
158 .4

154.9

319.8

398.5

401.9

Non-oil
revenue

7.0

16.0

18.2

23.7

34.4

45.1

89.3

88.5

69.0

80.1

97.8

Grants

1.0

2.8

0.8

30.0

26.4

26.4

56.8

58.1

56.4

Total

34.0

45.9

124.4

133.3

191.1

225.1

274.0

269.8

445.6

536.6

556.1

Oil
share 96

76 %

65 %

83 %
82 %

82 %
67 %

58 %

57 %

72 %

74 %

72 %

Source: Mohanmed Hisham Khawjkaya, The Economic Inte-
gration in the Arab Gulf States (Kuwait, no
date), p. 271; Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual
Report 1982; Keith Mclachlan and Narsi Ghorban
Economic Development of the Middle East Oil
Reporting States (London, 1978), p. 72;
Ministry of Finance and National Economy,
"Financial Report", 1977, (Bahrain, mimeo-
graph, n.d.), cited in J.S. Birks and C.A.
Sinclair, Arab Man Power: The Crisis of
Development (New York, 1980), p. 165.
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non-oil sector. However, oil revenues still represent 82

percent of total income.

In 1977, oil revenues decreased by 4 percent from the

previous year, and hence its share of the budget decreased

to 67 percent. However, the rise in non-oil revenues and

grants from Arab Gulf States made the total income of BD

225.1 million higher by a small amount, that is, 18 percent,

than that of 1976.

In the period from 1980 to 1982, the contribution of the

oil sector to the government's budget became to increase in

relation to the previous three years to reach 72 percent, 74

percent, and 72 percent respectively. The increase in oil

revenues, despite the decline in oil production, was due to

the second increase in oil prices on the international

market, particularly after the Iranian revolution.

The oil income of Bahrain comes from two sources: the

Bahrain oil field and the Abu Safa oil field. The

contributions of both oil fields are given in Table (31).

Up to 1977, oil income from Abu Safa field represented

less than 50 percent of total revenues, but after 1977, Abu

Safa income increased to contribute more than half of the

total oil revenues. The importance of Abu Safa income to

the annual budget of Bahrain explains the existing special

relationship between Bahrain and Saudi Arabia in

international, regional and local policies.
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TABLE (31)

BAHRAIN: OIL REVENUES (1972 - 1982)
(BD million)

Year

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Bahrain
oil

field

16.6

17.7

13.4

73.1

88.1

79.0

78.2

76.0

135.8

184.5

Abu Safa
field

9.4

11.7

40.4

37.8

68.3

70.6

80.2

78.6

184.0

214.0

Total

26.0

29.4

103.4

110.9

156.4

149.6

158.4

154.9

319.8

398.5

401.9

Abu Safa
field

Share %

36 %

40 %

39 %

34 %
449%

47 %

51 %

51 %

58 %

549%

Source: Mohammed Hisham Khawjkaya, The Economic Inte-

gration in the Arab Gulf States (Kuwait, no

date), p. 271; Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual

Report 1982; Keith Mclachlan and Norsi

GhorbanEconomicALDevleopment of the Middle
Eas t QL Exporting States (London,
1978), p. 72.
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Table (30) shows a steady increase in the income of the

non-oil sector. This is due to the increase in customs

duties and government fees that have resulted from the

increase of imports.

Column four of Table (34 shows the contribution of

financial aid from the Arab Gulf States, particularly Saudi

Arabia, to the annual budget. In fact, financial grants

from the Arab Gulf States have become a substantial factor

in fiscal policy in Bahrain. The period from 1980 to 1982

shows an increase in financial aid, reaching BD 56.8 million

in 1980, BD 58.1 million in 1981, and BD 56.4 million in

1982. In other words, financial grants during this period

represent not less than 10 percent of total annual revenues.

However, recent political instability in the Gulf region

suggests that financial aid will become less readily

available to Bahrain. The current budgets of most Arab Gulf

States, particularly Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the United

Arab Emirates, have shown serious deficits due to the high

rate of expenditure on arms and the recent decline in oil

prices on the international market. In addition, the

continuation of the Iran-Iraq war can only worsen the

financial situations. Therefore, Bahrain's government will

have to find other means of financing its public spending as

a substitute for financial grants. The solution of this

problem lies in the non-oil sector. Bahrain has a
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significant non-oil sector, such as the Aluminum Smelter

(ALBA) with a capacity of 150,000 tons per year of aluminum,

the Arab Shipbuilding and Repair Yard (ASRY), and other

small-scale industries related to these main industries. In

addition, Bahrain's government participates substantially in

these industries. However, the annual budget does not show

the government's share of the prof its, so it is difficult to

evaluate their importance compared with the oil sector and

others.

Government expenditure, the second type of income

transfer, is composed of two main sectors: current

expenditure and capital expenditure. Table (32) shows the

estimated pattern of government expenditure in Bahrain. From

1972 to 1975, current expenditure made up more than 
half of

the total expenditure, that is, 74 percent in 1972, 82

percent in 1973, 57 percent in 1974, and 56 percent in 1975.

However, the period from 1976 to 1978 experienced an

increase in capital expenditure, i.e., 56 percent in 1976,

54 percent in 1977, and 52 percent in 1978. This refects

the increased share of over head capital projects, such as

the expansion of power, housing, the Mina Salman port, and

Sewerage.19 7  In the period 1979, to 1982, current

expenditure again became greater: 54 percent in 1979, 60

-----------------------------------------------------------

19 7 Mohammed Hi sham Khawjkaya, Economic Integration in

the Arab Gulf States (Arabic) (Kuwait, no date), p. 272.

_ . .. _._ , ,...x. s . ,., . . , a... .. _ .
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TABLE (32)

BAHRA IN: GOVERNMENT EXPEND I TURE
(1972 - 1982)
(BD million)

Current
Expendi-
ture Percentage

24.4

35.1

44.2

66.8

88.2

111.2

132.1

144.5

191.6

230.9

298.1

88 %
82 %

57 %

56 %

44 %

46 %

48 %

54 %

60 %

71 %

62 %

Capital
Expendi-
ture Percentage

3.3

7.6

33.6

53.4

114.3

128.6

142.0

125.3

125.6

149.3

179.7

12 %

18 %

43 %

44 %

56 %

54 %

52 %

46 %

40 %

39 %

38 %

(a) Budget Estimates.

Source: Moharrmed Hisham Khawjkaya, The Economic Integre-
gration in the Arab Gulf States (Kuwait, no
date), p. 271; Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual
Report 1982; Keith Mclachlan and Narsi Ghorban,
Economic Development of the Middle East Oil
Exporting States (London, 1978), p. 72; Minis-

try of Finance and National Economy, "Financial
Report;'. 1977 (Bahrain, mimeograph, n.d.), cited
in J.S. Birks and C.A. Sinclair, Arab Man Power:
The Crisis of Development , (New York, 1980), p.
165.

Year

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

(a)

(a)

Total

27.7

42.7

77.8

120.2

202.2

239.8

274.1

269.8

317.2

380.2

472.8

._,_... .... _,s...r... ...M.._ .. ,._ .... .. .. ,..__......., .... ... , . .... ... __... r.._....... .. .. .,.._.....r..r..._ .... _. _._.,_ . .... ... _._......,.........,....
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percent in 1980, 71 percent in 1981, and 62 percent in 1982.

This can be attributed to the increase in government wages

and salaries, and the increase in the number of government

employees, reaching 20,500 toward the end of 1980, while

maintaining the normal rate of expenditure in health,

education, and other services.1 9 8

Due to the international oil surplus, oil revenue is

assumed to fall by 9 percent to reach BD 336.2 million,

compared with BD 401.9 in 1982.199 Total earnings are

expected to reach BD 520 million, given non oil revenue

holding steady at BD 154.2 and excluding financial grants.

As a result, the government has decided to hold current

expenditure at BD 320.5 million in 1983 and 1984, and to

extend the 1982 - 1985 development budget into

1987200

The two year extension of the capital expenditure

indicates that the total allocations for 1983 have been

reduced from the original BD 325.5 million to BD 259.7

19 8Bahrain Monetary Agency Annual Report 1980, State of
Bahrain,, p. 16

19 9"Bahrain;' MEED (Special Report), (London, September
1983), p. 7.

2 0 0 1bid.

. ... ,.- 3 _ ,.- :;aR= , . ..: e gy m. m. _, ,_- - -
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million, while allocations for 1984 have also been reduced

from BD 294.8 million to BD 231.9 million. 2 0 0  Table (33)

shows the revised Economic and Social Development Program,-

1982 - 1986.

The ministries which face substantial cut in their

original allocations include: education, from BD 65.96

million for 1982/1985 to BD 43.1 million; and health, from

BD 37.1 million to 25.2 million.2 0 1 Under the revised

capital budget, electricity has the single largest

allocation of BD 219.0 million, followed by water and

sewerage, and housing, accounting for BD 179 million and

164.8 million respectively.

To counter act the expected government deficit, the

Minister of Finance and National Economy announced in an

interview with the Middle East Economic Digest that one of

the means of financing the deficit would be to issue

Development Bonds in the total value of BD 30 million in

November 1983.202 The rest of the deficit would be

financied through aid from Saudi Arabia, the United Arab

Emirates and Kuwait. Grants for 1983 from these three

countries were expected to reach the same level as 1982;

----------------------------------------------------------

201 Ibid.

2 0 2 Ibid. p. 10.
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TABLE (33)

ECONOMIC & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME.
(1982 - 1986)
(BD million)

j92* 1983+ 1984+ 1985+

% of

Sectoral Grand
1986+ total total

Infrastructure

Electricity
Water and
sewerage
Housing
Roads
Ports and
airport
Other

Social services

Education
Health
Other

122.7 204.5 184.1 126.0 49.3 686.6

44.3 62.7 57.5 43.5

29.9
25.5
10.7

6.4
5.9

15.8

7.4
3.7
4.7

52.6
39.4
18.3

18.1
13.4

52.5
51.2
11.7

5.4
5.8

27.3
40.0
8.5

3.4
3.3

1 f V . A. +71.7-

11.0 219.0 22.9

16.7
8.7
5.4

3.7
3.8

21.2 16.8 27.6 28.4 1

10.6
3.7
6.9

7.1 9.4
2.1 6.6
7.6 11.6

8.6
9.0
10.8

179.0
164.8

54.6

18.7
17.2
5.7

37.0 3.9
32.2 3.4

09.8 11.5

43.1 4.5
25.2 2.6
41.5 4.3

Economic services 3.3

Agriculture
Industry
Other

Administrative
services

Defense and
security
Other

Other

Grand Total

2.2
1.1

22.5

21.4
1.1

8.8 10.5 11.6

3.7 2.6 3.4
3.5 6.4 5.7
1.6 1.5 2.5

12.3 15.1 19.6

9.7 10.2 9.3
2.6 4.9 10.3

10.4 12.9

174.7 259.7

5.3

11.9 46.1

7.6 19.5
1.8 18.5
2.5 8.1

7.3

3.3
4.0

76.8

53.9
22.9

5.0 5.0 38.6

231.9 189.7 101.9

4.8

2.0
1.9
0.9

8.0

5.6
2.4

4.0

957.9 100.0

* Actual expenditure.
+ Budgeted expenditure.

$ 1 = Bd 0.377

Source: Ministry of Finance & National Economy, cited

in "Bahrainy MEED (Special Report) (London,

September 1983), p. 9.

I "all

71.7
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BD 56.4 million. In addition, the Kuwait Technical Office

in Bahrain is financing a school building program, and the

United Arab Emirates are aiding in power projects. By the

same token, Saudi Arabia is funding a desalination plant, a

$ 564 million causeway project which links Bahrain with

Saudi Arabia, and the upgrading of the defense forces of

Bahrain; in November 1982, the Gulf Cooperation Council

Summit decided to spend $ 1,000 million to improve its

military forces. 2 0 3

Clearly, the economy of Bahrain is dependent to a large

extent upon financial aid from the other Arab Gulf States,

particularly Saudi Arabia.

Gross Domestic Product

The second method of evaluating the role of oil in the

economy is through what have come to be known as the

National Accounts. The national accounts, according to the

U.N. System of National Accounts, are presented in four

accounts: Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which is the output

of goods and services produced within the nation; National

Income (NI), which represents the income earned by the

factors of production (e.g. wages, rent, profit, interest,

and compensation of employees); Gross National Product

(GNP), which refers to the sum of the value of final output

----------------------------------------------------------
203 Ibid., pp. 4,9.
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of goods and services produced by the residents of the

nation; and the balance of payments, which refers to the

account of payments and receipts for a country's economy

with the rest of the world for a given period of time.204

Although Bahrain has no official National accounts,

Tables (34) and (35) provide an estimated gross domestic

product account by type activity in current prices, which

was calculated by the Arab Fund for Economic and Social

Development in Kuwait. The Table compares the GDP of

Bahrain in 1970 and in 1979. In 1970, the oil sector had

contributed the largest value in relation to other sectors:

around $ 183.8 million, or 57.7 percent of the total GDP.

Services, which includes finance, insurance, real estate,

whole sale, retail trade, transport, restaurants, hotels,

and other business services, came in second: $ 48 million,

or 19.6 percent of the total GNP. This was followed by

manufacturing, which includes electricity, gas and water, at

$ 6.1 million or 2.5 percent; construction at $ 4.2 million,

or 1.7 percent and agriculture at $ 2.1 million or 0.9

percent.

In 1979, the contribution of the oil sector had

declined to the second order, with services ranking first:

the oil sector contributed $ 804.9 million or 34.5 percent

of the total GDP, while services contributed $ 964.0 million

2 0 4 A System of National Accounts, United Nations (New
York, 19683, pp. 3-4
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TABLE (34)

BAHRAIN: SECTORAL CONTRI BUT ION TO
GDP, 1970/1979 (a)

(at factor cost and in million U.S.
dollars, at current prices)

1970

Agriculture

Mining and Quarrying

Manufacturing (b)

Construction

Services

Total GDP

2.1

183.8

6.1

4.2

48.0

244.2

1979

33.4

804.9

307.8

220.2

964.0

2,330.3

Notes:

(a) Total GDP was computed from expenditure side
distributed among sectors according to 1977
structure.

(b) Manufacturing includes electricity, gas and
water.

Source: Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development,
National Accounts Country Tables (Kuwait, 1980),
cited in Yousuf A. Sayigh, The Arab Economy
(London, 1982), pp. 100-102.
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TABLE (35)

BAHRAIN: PERCENTAGE SECTORAL CONTRIBUTION
TO GCP, 1970 - 1979

1970

Agriculture

Mining and Quarrying

Manufacturing

Construction

Services

Total GDP

1979

0.9

75.3

2.5.

1.7

19.6

100.0

1.4

34.5

13.2

9.5

41.4

100.0

Source: Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development,
National Accounts Country Tables (Kuwait, 1980),
cited in Yusuf A. Sayigh, The Arab Economy
(London, 1982), pp. 104-105.
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or 41.4 percent. By the same token, manufacturing ranked' 7 4

third instead of fourth as it had in 1970, i.e., it

contributed $ 307.8 million or 13.2 percent of the total

GNP. This was followed by construction, at $ 220.2 million

or 9.5 percent, and agriculture, at $ 33.4 million or 1.4

percent.

The decline of oil's contribution to the GOP from 75

percent in 1970 to 34.5 percent in 1979 results from the

general decline of oil production since the 1970's peak

period. On the other hand, the establishment and

development of the Aluminum Smelter, the Arab Shipbuilding &

Repair Yard, and other small-scale industries raised the

share of the manufacturing sector from 2.5 percent of the

GDP in 1970 to 13.2 percent in 1979. The expansion of the

fianancial sector since 1975, particularly the establishment

of offshore banking units in Bahrain, and the encouragement

of other business services (e.g., hotels, restaurants, . . .

etc.) played an important role in raising the contribution

of the services sector from 19.6 percent of the GDP in 1970

to 41.4 percent in 1979. However, while the oil sector was

the largest single contributor to the general increase in

other sectors, its share of the GDP has shown an actual

drop.

By and large, the National Accounts of the Arab Gulf

States attempt, for political reasons, to under-estimate the

-- -- ------ --- -------
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real contribution of the oil sector to their GOP's, and

consequently, provide a misleading picture of their

economies. In fact, even the use of the concept of GDP may

be misleading as to the real contribution of oil and other

sectors to Bahrain's economy. By definition, the GDP at

factor cost means "the total of all such rewards to the

factors of production in the form of wages, salaries, rent,

interest, and profit earned in geographical area during the

accounting period". 2 0 5  Therefore, the GDP of Bahrain

includes the profits of foreign companies in the oil,

manufacturing, construction, and financial sectors,

particularly offshore banking units (OBU's), and the most

part of the wages and salaries of the expatriate working

force (Gastarbeite r) that represent a substantial portion of

the total working force in Bahrain. However, these two

factors have no economic effect on the economy of Bahrain.

More accurate would be the construction of Gross National

Product, which takes into account only the total value of

all final output of goods and services produced by the local

residents of the nation. More specifically, the difference

between (GDP) and (GNP) arises from net factor payment from

abroad and the interests and profits of foreign-owned

companies remitted overseas. These profits are portion of

(GDP) because they are attributed to production process in

-----------------------------------------------------------
2 0 5 Carleen O' l oughl in, National Economic Accounting

(Exeter, 1971), p. 18.
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the specific nation, but they are not part of (GNP) as they

do not belong to domestic residents.

The government of Bahrain should seriously consider

the establishment of a planning board that would carry out

the task of preparing National Accounts for the economy.

This could be successfully executed in cooperation with the

International Bank for reconstruction and development or

with private International Institutions. Without a record

of annual National Accounts of the economy of Bahrain, it

is difficult to talk about economic planning in the

country.

In conclusion, the overall goal of the Araab Gulf

States, particularly Bahrain, has been to accelerate their

economic development in order to make available alternating

sources of income to substitute for the decline in oil

production, as in the case of Bahrain, or oil exporting

revenues, as in the case of other Arab Gulf States. While

Bahrain has experienced an actual drop in oil production

and its share of the GDP, the oil sector is still the

single major contributor to public spending. While other

sectors have grown, such as services, manufacturing and

construction, it is difficult to imagine at the present

that those sectors could compensate for oil revenue once it

is exhausted.
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The Balance of Payments

The third means of evaluating the role of oil in

economic development is through investigating the impact of

the oil sector on the growth of international trade between

Bahrain and the rest of the world. The oil sector has

enhanced the growth of international trade, originating

with the export of oil followed by the subsequent import of

food, capital equipment, and other materials.

The contribution of the oil sector to the

international aspect of Bahrain's economy can be seen in

the balance of payments account, which can be broadly

described as the relationship between the payments for all

goods and services made by one country to the rest of the

world. More specifically, the Balance of Payments Manual,

published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) defines

this term as follows:

The balance of payments is a statistical
statement for a given period showing: (a)) trans-
action in goods, services, and income between
an economy and the rest of the word; (b) changes
of ownership and other changes in that economy's
monetary gold, special drawing rights (SDR), and
claims on and liabilities to the rest of the
world; and (c) unrequited transfers and counter
part entries that are needed to balance, in the
accounting sense, any entries for the fore-
going transaction an9% hanges which are not
mutually offsetting.

20 6 The Balance of Payments Manual, International
Monetary Fund TIMF 4th edition TWashington, 1977) p. 7.
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The balance of payment consists of three basic

categories: current account, capital account, and official

settlements. Current account relates to the transactions

attributed to the sale or purchase of goods and services as

well as unrequited transfer payments. Capital account

refers to asset transactions which include short-term and

long-term capital. The final category is the official

settlements which refers to the monetary authorities, such

as the central bank, financing the external imbalance in

the balance of payments. In other words, if on current and

capital account there is a deficit, which means there is an

excess demand for foreign currency to settle payments of

the net purchases of goods, services, and transactions, the

central bank, under fixed exchange rate, will intervene to

prevent the depreciation of the national currency. By the

same token, if on current account and capital account there

is a surplus, the central bank will intervene to buy

foreign exchange to avoid the appreciation of the national

currency. Thus, the official settlement's balance shows

the degree of the intervention by the monetary authorities.

The trade balance or "visible" balance of Bahrain

shows the relationship between the values of the country's

exports and imports. However, one must keep in mind that

the trade balance constitutes only part of the balance of
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payments; the balance of payments is also influenced by

movements of capital between the country and the rest of

the world.

Table (36) shows (a) the exports and imports of the

oil sector; (b) the exports and imports of the non-oil

sector; and (c) the overall trade balance. Oil exports,

which include Abu-Safa crude oil as well as refined

products, consistently represent more than two-thirds of

the total exports. For instance, 1981, the period of

highest oil exports, accounted for B3) 1459.6 million or 89

percent of total exports for the year, while 1973, the

period of lowest oil exports, accounted for BD 132.4

million or 69 percent of total exports for the year. A

part from aluminum, non-oil sector exports are mainly re-

exports, mainly to neighboring countries. In 1979, the

United Arab Emirates was the biggest importer, followed by

Saudi Arabia and Japan, accounting for BD 33,135 thousand,

and BD 19,024 thousand respectively. The export-trade

between Bahrain and Saudi Arabia and the United Arab

Emirates is composed mainly of re-exports, while the

export-trade with Japan consists principally of aluminum

exports.207

2 0 7 Bahrain Monetary Agency, Quarterly Statistical
Bulletin,March 1981, volume 7 - number 1, p. 25.
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TABLE (36)

BAHRAIN: TRADE BALANCE. (1971 - 1982)
(BD million)

Non - Oil
Import
(C. I .F.)

Export
(F.o.B.)

Oil
Import

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

-109.1

-106.8

-128.0

-176.0

-232.9

-387.6

-444.9

-453.4

-469.3

-563.1

-615.9

30.1

45.9

59.1

71.7

84.0

136.6

157.6

147.5

177.0

150.9

175.0

242.7

-39.0

-58.3

-76.3

-269.0

-240.9

-272.2

-357.8

-338.8

-476.0

-749.9

-935.1

97.4

196.5

132.4

430.3

391.8

463.7

572.7

585.5

772.5

1206.6

1459.6

1982 -708.4

End of
period Export

n Oro, wag Rl - -- j-

-693.9 1182.1
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TABLE (36)

BAHRAIN: TRADE BALANCE, (1971 - 1982)
(BD million)

Oil Overall
Total Total share trade
Import Export % balance

-148.1 127.5 76 % -20.6

--165.1 242.4 81 % 77.3

-204.3 191.5 69 % -12.8

-445.0 502.0 86 % 57.0

-473.8 475.8 82 % 2.0

--659.8 600.3 77 96 -59.5

-802.7 730.3 78 % -72.4

-792.2 733.0 80 % -59.2

-945.3 949.5 81 96 4.2

-1313.3 1357.5 89 % 44.5

-1551.0 1634.6 89 96 83.6

-1402.3 1424.8 83 % 22.5

Source: Bahrain Monetary Agency, Quarterly Statistical
Bulletin March 1981, volume 7. Number 1, p. 21,
and Bahrain Monetary Agency, Annual Report
1982, p. 22.
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On the other hand, oil imports consist of the crude

oil f rom Saudi Arabia to Bahrain's refinery. The trend of

oil imports has been increasing. In 1970, oil imports

reached BD 39 million. After two year, that figure had

jumped to BE) 269 million, while 1980 and 1981 experienced

the highest rate ever of oil imports, accounting for B)

749.9 million and BD 935.1 million.

By the same token, non-oil imports also show an

increasing trend over the same period of 1971-1982. Non-

oil imports consist principally of Alumina, which is an

intermediate product for producing aluminum at Bahrain's

Aluminum Smelter (ALBA); food; and machinery transport

equipment. Imports have been mainly from Asian countries,

followed by Europe and America. In 1979, the United

Kingdom was the biggest exporter to Bahrain, followed by

the United States and Japan, accounting for 17.6 percent of

total imports, 16.4 percent and 13.8 percent

respectively. 2 0 8  Bahrain has no foreign trade with any

socialist countries except China, due to the absence of

diplomatic relationships between Bahrain and the Eastern

Block countries. Imports from China, however, amounted to

B) 24,591 million in 1977, or 15 percent of total imports

from Asian count r ies. 2 0 9

208_bid., p. 26.

2 0 9 Ibid., p. 24.

-. ._ ... a
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The Bahraini financial authorities have not yet

compiled accurate official data on Bahrain's international

balance of payments in accordance with the standard

format of the IMF. This can clearly be seen in the high

rate of Net errors and Omisions on the balance of payments

account published by the IMF. 2 1 0  Table (37) estimates

Bahrain's balance of payments. Although not very accurate,

it does nevertheless reflect the nature and general trend

of Bahraini economy.

Prior to 1974, Bahrain's balance of payments

experienced an increasing trend of deficits, that is, the

overall trade balance in 1972 and 1973 were BD - 5.1

million and BD - 9.3 million respectively. As a

consequence, a portion of official reserves had to be

liquidated in order to finance the deficit in the balance

of payment. Since, 1974, however, surplus has been

recorded in the balance of payments, as reflected in Table

(37). This may be attributed to the "Oil revolution" in

1973/1974; the four-fold increase of oil prices on the

international market and subsequent increase in payments

2 1 Balance of Payments Statistics, volume 34 year
book, part 1, 1983, internationall Monetary Fund, pp. 37-41.
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TABLE (37)

BAHRAIN: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS3 (1972 - 1982)

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

A. Trade Balance
Oil exports
Oil imports

77.3
196.0
-58.3

Non-oil exports 45.9
Non-oil imports -106.8

B. Services, Trans-
fers capital (Net)

Travel
(Investment
income)
Workers'
remittance
All other
items

C. Net errors and
ommissions -1

D. Overall trad
balance (A+B+C)

E. Reserve movement
(increase - )

Official Reserves
(Net)
Commerical Re-
serves (Net)

22.3

3.5

18.8

N.A.

-12.8
132.4
-76.3

59.1
-128.0

9.5

4.0

57.0
430.3

-269.0

71.7
-176.0

20.8

5.7

5.5 12.9

N.A.

1.0 N.A.

04.7

-5.1

5.1

-1.2

6.3

-6.0

9.3

9.3

-0.1

9.4

N.A.

2.2

-33.7

44.1

-44.1

-1.4

-42.7

2.0
391.8

-240.9

-59.5
463.7
272.2

-72.4
572.7
357.8

84.0 136.6 157.6
-232.9 387.6 444.9

21.5

0.1

-0.03 76.4

0.87

69.7 155.6

1.1

50.5

-90.0 -100.0 -188.9

41.7 -56.5

43.3 117.5

66.8

-66.8

-2.0

-64.8

122.3

21.4

58.0 4.0

-58.0 -4.0

2.2 -13.9

-60.2 9.9

- -11 19 IV I " il -1
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TABLE (37)

BAHRAIN: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, (1972 - 1982)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

A. Trade Balance -59.2 4.2 44.5 83.6 22.5
Oil exports 585.5 772.2 1206.6 1459.6 1182.1
Oil imports 883.3 476.0 -749.9 -935.1 -693.9

Non-oil exports 147.5 177.0 150.9 175.0 242.7
Non-oil imports 453.4 469.3 -563.1 -615.9 -708.4

B. Services, Transfers
capital (Net) 103.2 19.7 167.3 220.4 42.3

Travel 19.0 22.0 20.2 22.2 28.9
Investment Income 15.2 13.5 28.9 88.5 128.1
Workers' remittance -150.0 -106.0 -106.6 -119.4 -121.1
All other items 219.0 90.2 224.8 229.1 6.4

C. Net errors and omissions - - - -

D. Overall trade balance
(A+B+C) 44.0 23.9 211.8 304.0 64.8

E. Reserve movement
(increase -) -44.0 -23.0 -211.8 -304.0 -64.8

Official Reserves
(Net) -17.8 -75.0 -128.7 -221.5 1.6
Commercial Reserves -26.2 51.0 -83.1 -82.5 -66.4
(Net)

Source: Mohanmed Hisham Khawjkaya, The Economic Integra-
tion in the Arab Gulf States (kuwait, no date),
p. 277; Bahrain Monetary Agency Annual Report
1977; Bahrain Monetary Agency Annual Report 1980,
p. 19; Bahrain Monetary Agency Annual Report
1982, p. 22.
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per exported barrel to the governments of the oil producing

countries.

In 1977, the overall trade balance decreased from

preceding two years to reach B1 4.0 million. This was due

mainly to the increase in non-oil imports in relation to

oil exports, which resulted in producing a deficit of

BD -72.4 million on the trade balance. As far as monetary

movewment, net foreign assests declined by BD 9.9 million,

so that the net reserve movement showed a balance of

payment surplus of BD 4.0 million.

In 1978, the balance of payments had two distinctive

features: a sizable deficit in the trade balance and a

substantial inflow of capital. Net foreign assets increased

by BD 26.2 million, so that the net reserve movement

reflected a surplus in the balance of payyments of B 44.0

mill ion.

In 1979, the balance of payments had improved due to

the increase in oil prices and subsequently the increase

in oil exports to BD 772.2 million, but a substantial

outflow of capital appeared as well. As a consequence, the

net foreign assets of the commercial banks declined by BD

51.0 million. This can be attributed to the effects of the

Iranian revolution channeling capital out of the Gulf

region.
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After the second increase in oil prices, doubling them

on the international market, oil exports increased from BD

772.2 million to BD 1206.9 million in 19800 and BD 1459.6

million in 1981. As for monetary movement, net foreign

assets saw a better situation in 1980, and 1981,

accounting for BD 83.1 mill ion and BD 82.5 million

respectively. As a result, the balance of payments showed a

surplus in 1980 and 1981, accounting for BD 211.8 million

and 304 million.

Due to the oil glut on the international market, oil

prices and consequently oil export revenues decreased in

1982. As for monetary movement, net foreign assets shrank

from BD 304 million in 1981 to BD 64.8 million in 1982.

Therefore, in 1982, the balance of payments reflected a

smaller surplus in relation to 1981's.

In conclusion, Bahrain's economy shows three main

characteristics:

1. The whole economy depends to a great extent on the

export of oil, both crude oil and ref ined products.

Aluminum is considered a potential item for export to

compensate for the declining amount of oil exports in the

future. However, aluminum revenues have not yet become

important, either in the government budget or in the

balance of payments. In spite of this, aluminum is an

important element in the Gross Domestic Product.
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2. The economy is heavily dependent on imports which

are financed mainly by oil revenues received by the

government and spent on various aspects of social and

economic development in the nation.

3. Private remittance show an increasing trend on the

balance of payments account. Workers' remittance have

increased from BD 90 million in 1975 to BD 121.1 million in

1982; the total of workers' remittances was equivalent to

27 percent of government revenues for the same year.

However, the value of private remittances is certainly more

than officially recorded. In fact, an important, portion

of private remittances is not shown in the balance of

payments; it is often taken abroad as cash transactions,

through friends or by the workers themselves who

occasionally visit their own countries. These remittances

are mostly directed to Asia, particularly India and

Pakistan.

On the other hand, the existence of workers'

remittances as an important factor in the balance of

payments reflects the dominance of the non-Bahraini element

(guest-workers) in the labor force.

Guest-workers or (Gastarbeiter) are not immigrants.

They are often not allowed to obtain permanent residence in

ArdwoRwAftwom 6 . , , R&qftwmwa V- aqo - , , ; -,, - - , ,
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the host country and can be forced out of the country at

any time. Thus, they feel that their jobs and their

livings in the host country are only temporary.

As a result, the majority of them are either single or they

leave their families in their home country. Because of

these characteristics, Guest-workers generally come to a

particular country with goals and expectation than do a

true immigrant. Thus, instead of comparing real wage (W/P)

and employment opportunities in the host and home

countries, the potential Guest-worker, given the short

duration of his immigration, is likely to compare the home

purchasing power of the host country wage, because much of

the consumption occurs in the home country. Therefore, the

higher the wage in the host country is, the more attractive

is to leave his home country and work in the host country.

In addition, the annual increase of workers' remittances

is proportional with the increase of Guest-workers in the

labor force. Table (38) shows the increase of non-

Bahrainis in the labor force during the period 1971-1981.

In 1971, non-Bahrainis made up 37 percent of the total

labor force, increasing to 40 percent by 1976 and 57

percent by 1981. This high percentage of non-Bahrainis in

the labor force is projected to increase even further by

1985. The government's response to this situation has been

an announced program to train 10,000 Bahraini nationals for

. - . ..
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positions currently held by expatriates. Unfortunately,

the scheme has apparently met with little success because

of the absence of seriousness in the Ministry of Labor and

Social Affairs, which is in charge of directing the

project, and lack of support from the private sector. 2 1 1

2 1 1 "Gulf Survey", Economist, 13 - 19 December 1980, p.
51 cited in Myron Weiner, "International Migration and
Development: Indians in the Persian Gulf", Population and
Development Rev iew 8, No.1.
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TABLE (38)

BAHRAIN: EMPLOYMENT BY NATIONALITY
In (1971, 1976, and 1981)

Citizens Guest-Workers
No. Percent No. PercentYear

Total
labor
force

1971 37,950 63 % 22,351 37 % 60,301

1976 46,800 61 % 30,200 40 % 77,000

1981 61,199 43 % 81,185 57 % 142,384

Source: Ministry of Finance and National Economy,
Statistical Bureau, census, 1971, census,
1981 (Manama, Bahrain; J.S. Birks and
C.A. Sinclair, Arab Man Power: The Crisis
Development (New York, 1980), p. 160.

-
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Conclusion

Bahrain was the first of the Arab Gulf States to Produce

oil and receive oil revenues. Later, the other Arab Gulf

States - Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the United Arab

Emirates, and Oman - followed suit, but with an increased

rate of production and higher volume of oil revenues.

The oil-price increase of 1973/1974, and the second

price increase of 1979, have been regarded as a turning point

in recent international relations. In fact, they have been

labeled "the oil revolution".

As a result, the oil industry has passed from the old to

the new petroleum order. The old petroleum order consisted

of: the government of the oil producing countries; the

multinational companies, such as Texaco, Mobil, Exxon, Gulf,

BP and Shell, and the operating companies, such as APAMCO,

and BAPCO. Under the old order the multinational companies

laid out the different aspects of exploration and production

programs and the operating companies put them into effect.

The function of the government was confined merely to

collecting taxes and royalties. Hence, the keystone of this

order was the special relationship between the multinational

and the operating companies.

The new petroleum order is also composed of three
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parties, but with a difference; the governments of the oil-

producing country ies, the national oil companies, and the

operating companies. The national oil companies are supposed

to function as the driving forces of this new order.

Examples of national oil companies include Sonatrach in

Algeria, Petromin in Saudi Arabia, and National Oil Companies

in Kuwait, Qatar, Abu-Dhabi, and Bahrain.

In Bahrain, the Bahrain National Oil Comapny (BANCOO

is the result of the new petroleum order. As a new national

oil company, BANOCO must achieve two main objectives: the

continued development of Bahrain's oil industry, and the

integration of the oil industry into the national economy.

To achieve its first objective, further development of

the oil industry, BANOCO needs to lay out an immediate plan

to increase oil reserves, the back-bone of any oil industry.

This could be achieved either by the discovery of new oil

reserves or by improving the recovery rates of existing

reserves . In other words, exploration of new territories,

and the implementation of enhanced recovery methods, such as

Secondary and Tertiary recovery techniques, should be the

immediate steps taken by BANACO in cooperation with the

national oil companies of the other Arab Gulf States. As a

step already taken by BANOCO, BANAGAS stands out as a

successful project for petroleum conservation in Bahrain.

In the refining sector, the government would do well to

develop a new pol icy toward Bahrain's refinery, one which

" - .
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would involve BANOCO in the refining sector through

monitoring and supervising the 60 percent share of the

government, instead of leaving that task to the Ministry of

Development and Industry. This would allow BANOCO to acquire

sufficient expertise to run and manage the entire refinery in

the future. Instead of following the pessimistic policies

of BAPCO, (B.S.C.) - cuts in employment and capital spending

in the refining sector - the government should approach other

Arab Gulf States for a more coordinated policy in downstream

operat ions.

The establishment of the Gulf Cooperation Council in

1981 was officially intended as a step toward bringing

together the Arab Gulf States and preparing the grounds to

coordinate their efforts in the areas of economics and

pol i t ic s. But any gul f Cooperation must begin in the o i l

industry, the life blood of these countries. While the

integration of the oil industry into the economy is the

second major objective of the national oil company, it is

difficult to discuss this aim, since BANOCO has initiated

the process of integration through becoming a major supplier

of fuels for ALBA.

A part from the oil industry, Bahraini officials are

attempting to create the basis for a non-oil supported future

through the diversification of the economy. Bahrain's
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capital stock is now composed of the Aluminum Smelter (ALBA),

with a capacity of 150,000 tons per year; the Arab

Shipbuilding & Repair Yard Company (ASRY) dry dock; and other

small-scale industries related to both industries. However,

the non-oil sector has not yet achieved its goal of replacing

the function of the oil-sector. As was shown in Chapter VI,

the government's budget and the balance of payments st ill

depend to a large extent on oil exports, as well as financial

aid from Arab Gulf States, Particularly Saudi Arabia.

As a means of increasing revenue from the non-oil

sector the Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA) has been encouraging

the establishment of off shore banking units (OBU's) in

Bahrain since October 1975. By 1976, there were 29 OBU's

operating; in 1979 the number jumped to 52, and now there are

more than 75 offshore banking units in Bahrain. 2 1 2

Futhermore, total 01 assets peaked at $61,000 million in

2 1 2 Michael Douglas Skinner,Off shore Banking: A three

2ar Report Cover ing the United States, the Middle Eas t: and
Bahrain (The University of Texas at Austin, May 1979),
p. 51.

.. :--. yiwrw ,4+:-. K. ., x- or_;. ~ : .,:,k .. ,. -. ,, :.. .. ! .c .. .. ,.: - .:t.. -a...-R..., :a.-..."..,tH-: d'3;4 i # 35 Y42 'ul'.t .,v,.:a + -
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August 1982, before dropping to $56,000 million in June

1983.213 Yet, the benefits, of offshore banking units to the

economy are meager: an annual license fee of $25,000 from

each, and the obligation to set up a full staffed branch. In

spite of the great efforts of BMA to attract more

international banks, the offshore banking community in

Bahrain has caused concern among financial authotities

in the Arab Gulf States: OBU activities reduce the

effectiveness of policies adopted by local authorities over

economic and monetary conditions in their countries, let

alone the fact that a financial center dominated by foreign

banks is being allowed to develop in the regional markets.

Kuwait is the first of the Arab Gulf States to take measures

to preclude to activities of the 03U's in Kuwait's

market. 2 1 4  Moreover, theh Saudi Monetary Agency (SMA) is

becoming alarmed over the accumulation of a large volume of

Saudi Riyals -- SR 3 billion during the period 1974-1977 in

offshore markets, particularly Bahrain. 2 1 5  In addition, the

2 1 3 "Bahrain , Middle East Economic Digest (Special
Report) (London, September 1983), p. 38

2 1 4 Field, Peter, "Arab Banking: The Current Drought
that Threatens Bahrain! , Euromory, April 1979, pp. 34-35,
cited in Charles Marcus Lang, The Prospects for an Arab Gulf
Financial Center,The University of Texas at Austin, August
1981, pp. 80-81.

21 5 Michael Douglas Skinner, Offshore Banking: A Three
Part Report Covering the United States, the Middle East and
Bahrain IThe University of Texas at Austin, May 1979), p.57.
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drop in business of OBU's due both to lower oil revenues in

the Gulf States anad political unrest in the Gulf region.

Hence, O3U's will not be a viable approach toward developing

the non-oil sector in the forseeable future.

In short, Bahrain's economy is passing through an era of

transition, an era which will have one of two possible

endings: one will protect the independence of the country

and promote cooperation and close-planning with the other

Arab Gulf States as a transitional stage toward a broad

regional unity; the other will lead Bahrain to become a trade

and commercial outlet for Saudi Arabia, or more accurately,

the "Hong Kong" of Saudi Arabia. At the moment, the Saudi

government is financing a causeway which will link Bahrain

with the Saudi shores.
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